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Homecoming Is'The Name Of The Game'
Fifteen Finalists
Compete For Crown

Annual Dance
Starts Celebration
Homecoming celebrations
will open the dance tomorrow
night beginning at 9 p.m. in the
Student Union Building. The
Heywoods, a brassed rock band
from Cincinnati, will entertain.
The 15 queen candidates will be
formally presented at 10 p.m.
The Homecoming parade will
begin at 10 a.m. Saturday
morning. The leading band will
be the Marching Maroons. Six
high school bands will also
participate. Other units include
Richmond and Lexington
Shriners, the Little Colonels,
floats, and the queen candidate
cars.

The Grand Marshal Is Mr.
Charles T. Hughes who came to
Eastern in 1929. He is the former EKU head football and
baseball coach. Hughes was
also athletic director and
coached basketball. Eastern's
baseball field is named after
Hughes.
At 1:30, prior to the Eastern
vs. Western game at Hanger
Field, (he Homecomine aueen
will be crowned by Eastern's"
President Martin.
Chuck
Kelhoffer
student
body
president, will present the
queen and the two finalists with
flowers, and the President of
Ihe Alumni Association, Earl
Roberts, will award the
trophies.
After the game there will be
an informal gathering in the
middle gym of the Begley
Building for all alumni and
students. Refreshments will be
served.
Registration for alumni will
Guest hours from 4:30-6 p.m.,
October 23rd will be in effect in be from 9 a.m.-i p.m. Saturday
all women's residence halls in the Student Union lobbby.
There will be coffee in the
that choose to have them.
This is determined if: House Family Living Center, Burrier
Council members vote to have Building, from 10:30 to 12 noon
then and have people willing to for alumni and friends of the
assist in supervision, all Home Economics Department.
An alumni buffet luncheon
Resident Directors, Assistant
Residence Directors, Graduate will be held in the Student Union
Assistants . and Resident Building from 11:15-1 p.m. The
Assistants be on duty during the cost is $3.00.
From 6-8 p.m. there will be a
entire period, Male guests enter
only through the lobby, and buffet dinner at the Arlington
every male is accompanied by Alumni-Faculty Center (by
reservation only). This will be
his hostess.
Miss Mary K. Ingels, Dean of followed by a dance. Tickets are
Women, stressed that the event $4.50 for the dinner and $5.50 for
was not an open house. She felt Ihe dinner and dance. To attend
that this implies anyone can Ihe dance, the dinner must first
come and go at will; in guest be attended.
At 8:30 the Doc Severinsen
hours, every male must be with
concert will begin in the Alumni
his hostess at all times.
She hopes the dorms will Coliseum. The Now Generation
make it a "gala affair" and Brass will also be featured.
serve refreshments in the lobby Tickets for alumni are $3.50
each and are available at the
before guests hours begin.
There will be no "open house" Bursar 's Office.
Students may purchase them
or visitations in the men's
dormitories this year as there for $2.00 with their ID'S at the
have been in the past.
cashier's window.

BY MSA COLLINS
Staff Writer
Fifteen coeds will bevieingfor
Homecoming Queen Saturday
afternoon at the
EasternWestern game. The new Queen
will take over the reign from
last year's title holder Peggy
Cotten 'Colsen .
Frances Adams, sponsored
by McGregor Hall, is an interior
decoration major and business
minor from Elizabethtown. Her
activities include membership
on the Little Colonels Drill
Team, vocations chairman for
Chi Omega Sorority and KYMA
Club. She is presently Miss
Kentucky County Fair and has
previously held the title of Miss
Hardin County Fair.

Women's Dorms
Open Doors

Begley—Clark
From Amelia, Ohio, Debbie
Begley is a special education
major and an elementary
education minor. Sponsored by
Commonwealth Hall, she serves
on the House Council. GROWTH
and SNEA. Once a week Miss
Begley teaches a Bible class for
children at the Richmond
Community Center and also
works in the TMR class at
Wallace.
Sponsored by Burnam Hall,
Cheryl Clark is a music major
for Lexington. She is attending
EKU on a music scholarship
and is a member of Oratorio
and concert chorus.

For Male Guests

Clay—Dakel

Representing the Omicron
Alpha Kappa society
. Kandy
Clay is a political science major
and economics minor. From
Ashland, Miss Clay is a band
majorettes for the Marching
Maroons.
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ONE OF THESE fifteen coeds will be crowned Saturday as the
1971 Homecoming Queen. They are (clockwise, from bottom)
Beverley Disney, Judy Sullivan, Olive Falcone, Cheryl Clark,
Kandy Clay, Debbie Begley, Jo Ellen Wesley, Debra Grove,

9,15 Black Homecoming BeginsToday

Explo '72.
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Disney—Falcone
BY SHARON FIELDS
Staff Writer
Each year. Eastern's Black
organizations plan special

sxffis^sfflMWjM;

As Athletic Director

Combs Replaces Presnell
Donald G. Combs, dean of
Kentucky collegiate swimming
coaches, has been appointed
Director of Athletics at
Eastern.
The EKU Board of Regents
named Combs to the post effective January 1, at a Tuesday
meeting. He will succeed Glenn
Presnell who is retiring after
serving 25 years in EKU's
athletic program, the last eight
as athletic director.

Swimming
and
Championships.

Diving

Combs-coached teams won
their 100th victory during the
1971 campaign, against only 20

Recognized as a "Master
Coach" by the College Swimming Coaches Association of
America in 1970, Combs has
coached Eastern's swim squad
since 1963. EKU dominance of
COACH DONALD COMBS
swimming in the Commonwealth is evidenced by career defeats, a ' winning
Combs' swimmers capturing percentage of .833.
Ihe last nine consecutive
A 1949 graduate of Model
Kentucky Intercollegiate Laboratory School, Combs
i

Marie Covington, Cathie Dakel. Frances Adams, Cindy
Hopkins, Gail Wasson. Shea Pulliam. and Peggy Haskins. The
finalists were chosen from forty pre-candidates in a campuswide election last Thursday.

Marie Covington, from
Georgetown,
is sponsored
by Keith Hall. She is a member
of the Keith Hall judicial board.
Board of Athletics, and is "Miss
Photogenic" for the 1971
Milestone. Miss Covington is a
physical education major.
Cathie Dakel, sponsored by Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity, is a
physical education major for
Cincinnati Ohio. She is the
president of Chi Omega
Sorority, a member of the
Health. Physical Education and
Recreation Club and the Pi
Kappa Alpha Dream Girl.

received his B.S. in 1953 and his
M.A. in 1965. Both degrees are
from Eastern. He has completed additional graduate work
at EKU and the University of
Kentucky.
,
Presnell Succeeded Hughes
Presnell, who succeeded
Charles "Turkey'' Hughes as
athletic director in 1964. came
to Eastern in 1947 to serve as an
assistant coach for Rome
Rankin. He became head coach
in 1954 and led the Maroons to
an undefeated regular season,
an Ohio Valley Conference
championship, and a Tangerine
Bowl berth.
A collegiate All-American at
Nebraska and all-pro standout
for Detroit in the' National
Football League. Presnell
compiled a 10-year coaching
record of 42-49-3.

events that begin the Thursday
before Homecoming and continue until Saturday night. This
year is no exception.
The celebration wll begin
today with the Omega Psi Phi,
Flag powder Puff Football
game between the Omega's
and the Omega Pearls. The
game will start at 6:00 p.m. and
last no longer than an hour.
After the Powder Puff game,
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
will have a gathering at the
Mule Barn at 9:00 p.m. If
someone does not have a car
and would like to go, contact
Gary Peak or Harold Houston.
Dance Friday
On Friday, the Omega's will
again lead the homecoming
activities by having a "PreHomecoming Dance" at the
Richmond National Guard
Armory. The dance will feature
The Norvells, a powerful "soul"
band from Winchester. -The
dance will begin at 8:00 p.m.
and end at minight. Although
the Armory is a government
place, it must also follow the
Richmond curfew code, of not
stii ' ig open any longer than
mi ight.
i
Tickets can be purchased in
advance from any Omegai for
$1.50 in advance or $2.00 at the

door. The Omega men promise
that this will be one of the best
"Pre-Homecoming Dances ever
presented at Eastern.
Saturday's big events will
begin with the Homecoming
game between Eastern and
Western.
Immediately following the
game, Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Kappa Alpha Psi
Fraternity and Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity will do their
traditional stepping.
Each
year
around
Homecoming, the not-toocareful observer will notice a
crowd of predominatly black
people gathered around a
certain area designated as the
spot where one, or all four of
Eastern's Black organizations
will step. Many students have
asked just what is Stepping and
what is it's purpose. Stepping is
a very imortant part of Black
greek life.

their means of doing this are
quite different from other
fraternities and sororities. We
do this in a way that Black
people have always been known
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Beverley — Disney
is
representing the Sigma Chi
Fraternity. An Art major and
interior design minor from
Fairdale. Miss Disney is the
Sigma Chi Sweetheart. She is
also Ihe Beta Omicron Gamma

County Fair Queen and a
member of the Little Sigmas.
She held the 1970 title of Miss
Fairdale.
Sponsored by the Veterans'"
Club is Olive Marie Falcone.
She is an elementry education
major and special education
minor from Louisville. Miss
Falcone holds the title of Miss
Milestone 1970 and was first
runner-up to the Homecoming
Queen last year. She is also the
Veterans Club Sweetheart, a
member of the Inter-dorm
Council and a Kappa Delta
Sorority pledge.
Grove—Pulliam
Debra Grove, representing
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority., is a
Home
Economics
major
from Ormond Beach, Florida.
She serves Alpha Delta Pi as
secretary
and
repqrterhistorian. A Kappa Alpha Little
Sister, she is also a member of
the textile club and the home
economics club. Miss Grove
was
named
"Miss
congeniality " in the 1971 Miss
Richmond Pageant.
Sponsored by the Gymnastics
Club, Peggy Lynn Haskins is a
nursing ,rn,aJor. She Is a
representatitive of the Kentucky Youth Assembly, Miss
Haskins is from Mt. Sterling.,
A
secretarial science
major form Erlanger, Cindy
Hopkins is representing the
Pershing Rifles. She is a
member of the Valianette
precision drill team.
Representing Sidney Clay
Hall Shea Pulliam. is a speech
pathology major and audiology
minor from Paris. A member
of CWENS. Miss Pulliam is the
Bourbon Co. Tobacco Queen
and third runner-up in the
Tobacco Queen contest.
Sullivan—Wesley
Judy Sullivan, sponsored by
Kappa Delta Tau, is a social
work major from Greensburg.
She is the KDT social chairman
and first runner-up in the Junior
Miss Pageant. Her freshman
year Miss Sullivan was the
Little Colonels Drill Team and
as a sophomore was a ROTC
sponsor.
Representing Case Hall is
Gail Wasson. She is an
elementry education major
from Paris. Last, year Miss
Wasson was her high school
homecoming queen.
Jo Ellen Wesley, from
Lexington, is an elementry
education major. She is
representing the Sigma Nu
Fraternity and is the Sigma Nu
Sweetheart. Included in her activities are memberships in the
Alpha Delia Sorority, Young
Republicans, and SNEA.

Stepping MulM-Pm-pose
To most Black greeks, this
stepping performance, has a
manifold purpose. Just as other
fraternities and sororities want
to show their unity, talents, etc .
to the campus public, black
greeks want to do the same but

Top Brass

Photo SuomltHd

Doc Severinsen's Now Generation Brass featuring Tonight Show. Tickets may be purchased by
The Brothers and Sisters will appear in concert Eastern students for $2.00 at the cashier's wiadow
Saturday night in Alumni Coliseum at 8:30. in the Administration Building. Ticket prices at
Severinsen appears nighty on Johnny, Carson's the door will be $3.50.
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Homecoming: 'That Time Of Year Again*
Well, it's that time of year again. The
bright, clear autumn afternoons. The
leaves changing colors. The mid-terms.
Just for this one special weekend,
though, no one notices the trees, and the
worry of mid-semester grades takes a
back seat to old friends, parties,
parades, and football games.
This is Homecoming Weekend 1971;
the time for graduates to return to
Eastern and marvel at the growth which
has taken place; the time for liquor
store owners to be thankful that they
chose that business; the time to get up
early on Saturday, but not to watch
cartoons; and the time to witness the

Porter Pollutes
Annual Weekend
It's nostalgia vs. nausea at Eastern's
Homecoming this year.
We refer to the H.K. Porter plant and
their irritating contribution to our
University-namely their reeking,
rotten egg odor that is becoming as
traditional to the Richmond campus as
the statue of Daniel Boone.
The stink will certainly provide an
enlivening atmosphere for Saturday's
game, regardless of what goes on
between Eastern and Western.
Complaints on the campus are increasing, just as it seems the Porter
smell is increasing. Not only does
Eastern receive the stale air, but all of
Richmond at one time or another might
be reminded of Porter's presence in
Madison County.
Then too, it must be a grand experience for those confined to Pattie A.
Clay Hospital across the bypass from
the plant to have the odors to add to
their discomfort.
Some seven months ago the Porter
plant manager said in an interview with
the Progress, "a year from now the
situation will be very much improved
and will not be a subject for complaint."
The plant manager who made that
statement has been moved to another
location. Obviously, he was not too
concerned about the situation, and the
question remains as to whether or not he
passed it along to his successor.
However, in either case, the responsibility for taking action rests with the
plant and those who run it.
To date, a deep breath is sufficient
evidence that the H.K. Porter Plant has
not kept its promise. We hope that they
will give more attention to the matter
soon so that more drastic action on a
state or national level will not be
necessary.

45th renewal of the most intense college
division football rivalry in the nation.
All this, but much, much more typifies
the magic that is Homecoming Suitcases do not appear in the usual number
on Friday afternoon. Instead, students,
many for the first time in their college
career!, become involved.
Dorm decorations, enthusiastic
support at the pep rally, and a chance to
become an integral part of a unified
campus community are all features of
this special time.
The students make the plans and the
decorations, and the worry of mistake
falls on their shoulders. But whatever
the outcome, the weekend itself is for
alumni.
And Saturday, when the old grads line
the sidewalks of Lancaster Avenue and
Main Street, it will all come back to
them: the memories of just a few years
ago when they went through the same
long nights in stuffy tobacco
warehouses, shoving napkins into endless chains of chicken wire, the miles
of crepe paper, and the mountains of
papier-mache.
After the last float has passed, there
will still be time to stroll around the now

Progress Welcomes
Alumni, Friends
'The Name of the Game" this year is
Homecoming, the high point of Excitement '71, and its that annual magic
which lures alumni and friends back to
Richmond each year to rekindle some
spark of nostalgia which makes college
memories the most vivid of all.
The Progress would like to welcome
alumni and friends to the campus today.
Old grads may rest assured that
memories are still being made in most
of the same old spots, and as the campus
has expanded, so have the modern
memory makers.
A stroll around the campus today with
the usual color of autumn reveals
changes that were only begun a year
ago. A new classroom building and a
new university center'both flank the
Chapel of Meditation, a concrete
reminder to undergraduates that
alumni have a very real interest and
investment in the future of Eastern
Kentucky University.
As you attend the game, tour the
campus, look aroung Arlington, go to
the dance or concert, we hope you enjoy
your stay on the campus.
May it be a weekend to remember.

unfamiliar campus,
searching,
hopefully not always in vain, for signs of
former days, when they, too, were a
part of all this fall madness.
For some, another unfamiliar place,
the new Hanger Field, will bring still
another unfamiliarity-a place where
they will not have to stand in order to
watch what promises to be a great
football game. If only it wouldn't rain.
Finally, after the game (and the
second-guessing) is over, and the many
parties have just begun, comes the time
for thoughtful decision-making.
What's the best way to cap off the
weekend? A quiet visit with old
acquaintances or dinner at Arlington.
Maybe both. Whatever the decision, we
hope their brief return to Eastern is
enjoyable and rewarding.

YEAH SONNY, ONCE A
W*fe

SUITCASER, ALWAYS A 5UITCA5ER.

Write On!
Arts Draw Criticism
Dear Editor;
I would like to voice my full agreement with the
music instructor concerning the poor quality of
reviews found in The Progress. Her remarks
concerning the lack of knowledge in the field of
music on the part of the reviewer goesfar beyond
this one art. I feel the arts are ierribly Slighted in
all regards, not only music. Can't we have intellegent reviews in Art, Dance, Drama, and
Music:
And what about the excellent films we have seen
on this campus; "The Seventh Seal" and "Grapes
of Wrath"? Why must the Fine Arts take second
place to popular groups and records?
I do have a solution for this problem. Why not
ask a student in each of the corresponding above
mentioned departments to write an intelligent
review concerning the many presentations of the
arts in the coming months.
Very few people are gifted with knowledge of all
of the Fine Arts; we would all benefit from better
reviews from a group of people who know what
they are talking about.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Morris
324 Fifth St.
Richmond, Ky.

Dear Editor;
As a member of the group of students who are
currently enrolled in the theatre department at
Eastern Kentucky University, I was highly incensed and terribly embarrassed at the recent
review of our first production, She Stoops to
Conquer.
It was obvious to me, as it must have been to any
person with even the most rudimentary concepts
to theatre, that the reviewer was abysmally
ignorant of the subject upon which she attempted
to report. Not only did she display a complete lack
of knowledge of the terminology employed in this

area, she also displayed a complete lack of tact in
her personal opinions.
Furthermore, the review was poorly organized
grammatically and it is on this point that I would
like lo draw my most direct criticism. I rebel at
the use of the word "disastrous" in connection
with the costume production in that it was totally
incorrect. Moreover, it was slanderous to the
department and the people who worked to create
them. I would defend to anyone at any time the
design and construction of'the costumes of this
show arid I cannot possibly bring myself to consider the loss of a shoe buckle or a button, a
disaster to the total production. I challenge Miss
Davis to illustrate with specifics how and when the
costumes "fell apart".
Although it may seem that I have directed my
major attack toward Miss Davis' criticism of
costumes. I was also apalled at her total dismissal
of other important aspects of the show, direction
and technical personnel.
Teri Insko
Speech & Drama

Dear Editor;
Once again your Fine Arts Editor Lea Davis,
has refused to let facts stand in the way of a good
story. Last week she was criticized for her
fallacious review of a concert performed by the
Symphonic Orchestra, and this week in the October M edition of the Progress, she has displayed
a lack of knowledge and tact in another area of the
Fine Arts: Theatre.
Consideration of quality for any performance
must include recognition of individuals who have
worked toward the finished product. Excellent
direction of the play has not been accredited to Dr.
Haller T. Laughlin. and Mr. George A. Robinson
has not been acknowledged for the fine technical
production displayed. I have been both commended and criticized for the costume production,
and it is this matter which has increased my interest in writing this letter. I wish to thank Miss
Davis for her kind remarks and at the same time
to strongly denounce her criticisms. I feel personally embarrassed and angered with her
criticism regarding the construction of the
costumes, in that she suggested,"... the costumes

had one disasterous fault-they fell apart." First of
all, I am interested if* what Miss Davis considers a
disaster . I am able to count the minor costume
emergencies of this production on one hand. Miss
Davis, reviewing the play, uses as her example of
disaster, the loss of a shoe buckle. In one performance an actor's neck ruffle was loosened and
this has been the biggest "disaster" we've had to
cope with. I suggest that there has been an extreme lack of tact and honesty revealed in the
reporting of this review. My costumes, and I will
take full credit for I am proud of them, have never
fallen apart, and I am sure that any member of the
audience would agree that the costumes reflected
no disasterous fault.

Department of Drama and Speech
Mrs. Joan L. Richman, Instructor

Drug Info Available
Dear Editor;
Drug abuse is an increasingly controversial
issue in the country today and in order to make a
truly rational decision about the effects of drug
abuse and its implications to society, an individual
needs all the information he can get. There is a
recently formed Drug Information Group on
campus which consists of students and whose
purpose is to provide this information. At this time
there are not enough students in this group to
handle the monumental problem of providing
adequate information to all interested students
Therefore, applications are now being taken to
become a part of this Information Group. Applications may be picked up and returned at the
Student Association Office and there are no
prerequsites to apply. If I can be of service in
providing information to anyone interested in
becoming a part of this program. I will be more
than happy to do so.
Sincerely.
Joyce Albro
Walters Hall
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Prof Goes From Tweeds...

'

To Beads...To Unemployment...
byRickMitz
JOB WANTED:
Teaching at college level (Engl. lit) Or
light cleaning (no windows, floors).
Available immediately. Contact Dr.
Leonard Brill, 646 Douglass, San
Francisco 94114
SAN FRANCISCO-With' a sigh of
liberated relief, he dropped out. He hung
up his suit coat with patches, his pipe
with matches, and donned beads, beard,
embroidered denims and a bowling shirt
he got at this auction. He moved into a
tiny apartment, built bean bag chairs
and shelves on which to hang his
Huxleys and Hemingways. He became a
vegetarian, did Yoga on cushions as
the sun rose, studied macrobiotics on
cushions when it set. And, like instant
Karma, the star became a chorus boy
and that was that-the beginning of a
beautiful self-indulgent life.
That was over a year ago, when the
well-read, well-bred Brooklyn-boyturned-English-teacher (American and
English Literature, Humanities, fet al),
dropped out to drop in to himself.
Now, he says, moaning one of those
academic moans, "I want to drop back
in again. I'd like to find a job teaching
somewhere. I miss students. But it's
hard to drop in ... the economic
situation is so ... and nobody's hiring,
and ... "
And his voice trails off to the West
Coast where he lives and he meekly
looks down at his ragged t-shirt wishing,
maybe? it were a little tweedier. You
know: with those terribly academic
patches so he shouldn't wear his elbows
out while leaning on that podium.
With memories of three years at the
University of Minnesota, two years at
Macalester College in St. Paul, "that
awful year writing a dissertation back
in '67," and those two last years at
Stanislaus College in Turlock, Calif.,
Leonard Brill, aging in at 35, is the dropout professor.

It's happening all over the country.
And Brill (please call him Dr. Brill) is
only one of many victims of a bad
academic Job market. Money is tight;
contracts aren't being renewed. Profs
take off to discover the Better Life. And
even at your own campus, look around
you: you just might notice that
Professor-oh-what-was-his-name?--

isn't there anymore. And he hasn't left
to accept a better position at some
elegant Eastern school. He just might
be living in the hovel down the block.
Leonard Brill is living in the hovel
down the block. "I was disillusioned,"
he said in a recent interview. "I was
disillusioned with the fact that decisions
on education aren't made by the
students and faculty. The people who
are closest to education don't have any
say about it.
"And," he said, "I wanted a year-a
very private year-for myself. I thought
it might be a good time to get away from
teaching and get perspective on myself
and spend some time alone with myself.
At first, I felt quite elated and liberated
and free. . . "
And now? "Now I'm ready to go back
to teaching because I feel that teaching
is the most useful thing I can do. I miss
students. I' think that students at
college age are the most interesting.
Their sense of their own potential is
greatest at that point. It's that unfilled
sense of usefulness that's the strongest
goal I feel in wanting to return to
teaching."
But can a nice Jewish boy, wellstudied in the finer things, leave the
academic community, join the other
World, and fine real happiness?
"I get up a 5 a.m. everyday," Brill
said. "Then I go over to the Zen Center
and sit in the lotus position for 45
minutes-1 work from 7 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.
as a proof reader. It's no more hack
work than reading student themes,

except-"he said rather sadly,'' -except
there aren't any students."
But after going from tweeds to beads,
Leonard Brill hasn't been fulfilled. He
wants to go back to school. And he-the
drop-out professor-is like the drop-out
student. Both tire of the educational
system' and affect a deliberate
liberation that often becomes
dishabilitation. For Brill, that forced
freedom became tedium, and academic
umemployment became unenjoyment.
But some good has come out of his
self-imposed sabbatical. "I have explored an education I have never explored," he said. "I was very tied to
language-a head-consciousness that
was bred in graduate school. And I
wanted to explore new languages.
Vegetarian cooking, Yoga, Zen, the
guitar-they've all become new
languages. But whe. the school year
was over last June," he said, "I realized
that I had spent a year not being in a
classroom."
Leonard Brill- Dr. Leonard Brill-is
looking for a job. He can teach English
lit, humanities, and some other subjects, too. And he can do light cleaning
(no windows or floors). Contact him.

Next Attraction
The Carpenters, one of the country's most popular
musical groups, will be the next attraction
sponsored by the University Center Board. Tickets
for the concert, at 8 p.m. in the Coliseum, will go

on sale Monday, October 25th at the cashier's
window. Student tickets are two dollars in advance
and all others are four dollars.
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Listless October
-Gerald Vizenor
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Marching Maroons
Plan Halftime Show

University Shopping Center

Memories of the past as well
as a preview of (he future will
provide the musical theme of
"The Name of the Game is
Nostalgia," the half-time show
by (he Eastern Marching Band
for Homecoming 1971.

Capitalizing on the theme
chosen for the 1*71 celebration
Ihc band will lake the fans on a
musical trip back into lime,
hopefully arousing nostalgia in
the minds of the graduates from
past eras.

Business Jobs
Look Brighter
For '72 Grads

From the '20's the band,
assisted by the Majorette
Corps, will perform and so some
fancy footwork to the Douglas
Oalley arrangement of the
"Charleston."

In the wake of America's
recent economic upset many
now college graduates have
found themselves thrust into an
already overloaded job market.
Dr. Joseph Young. Dean of
Kaslern's College of Business,
said thai in Ihc spring of 1970
most of the graduates of that
college were able to choose
from four or five different job
offers. At that lime it was a
matter of the student deciding
which job he preferred. 1971
graduates were lucky to find
one job.
According to Dr. Young the
most recent graduates arc now
all employed, but many arc
dissatisfied with their jobs. He
expects that many of those who
graduated this spring will seek
other employment within the
near future, if the economic
situation improves.
Dr. Young said that many
large firms come to Eastern's
campus
lo
interview
prospective employees and that
the companies for (he most part
will continue to conic. According lo him the economy has
reached it's low point and is
beginning to improve. Dr.
Young predicts that tne
graduates of 1972 will have
better luck starting out in the
job market than their immediate predecessors.

Glenn Miller's music provides
the basis for some eyc-excitement and a quick movement
through the '40's. The ever
popular "Moonlight Screneade." Siring of Pearls" and
"Little Brown Jug" will be the
musical fare.
Turning to the '60's the band
will have some good "olefashioned" twist music, and
Kuby and Ihc Romantics'
"Our Day Will Come."
Featured in the twist selection
will be feature twirlers Robyn
Oat ley and Rod Green.
As a prelude of what will be
nostalgia within a few hours
after his Homecoming concert,
the Marching Maroons will
feature music associated with
the famous Carl "Doc"
Scverinsen.
Two works, both taken from
his albums, the first the title
song of his latest, "Brass
Roots" and the second the
popular "Sunny", will provide
the musical stimulus for eyeappealing drill by the Marching
Maroons, as well as routines
by the Majorette Corps and
featured twirlers.
Appearing with the Maroons
will be the Maroon and White
Flag Squad, the Majorette
Corps and Twirlers.

All Rights
John Kabun, executive director of the Kentucky
Civil Liberties Union, answers the questions of
several students after his recent address here,
liittwn sponsored by Eastern's Civil Liberties
Assocjatjon, said that the KCLU defends issues
and not people, and regards the U.S. Constitution

Photo by Larry Bailey

us its actual client. Rabun said that he did not
regard Eastern as a progressive school in the area
in civil liberties. Among the cases taken on by the
KCLU is that of Prof. Phyllis Hetrick who filed
suit against EKU in 1970.

Rev. Doug Sjolander Explains
Baptist Policies And Doctrines
Rev. Douglas Sjolander,
Baptist campus minister, spoke
lo a group of students at the
Wesley on Baptist recentil> on Baptist governmental
policies and Baptist doctrines.
The program was the first in a
series to be presented at the
Wesley Foundation, concerning
different denominations'
beliefs. The purpose of these
programs is to provide a better
understanding of different
faiths.

Rev. Sjolander explained that the Baptist church. Rev.
the Baptist have a democratic Sjolander stated that there are
form of church government. two ordinances: Baptism and
The only officials in the church the Lord's Supper. Emersion is
are the pastor, who is licensed recognized as the only form of
and ordained by the local baptism. This belief is based on
congregation, and the deacons, the Scripture. Rev. Sjolander
who are nominated according to said that baptism is not
certain moral guidelines set by necessary to obtain salvationIhat it is purely symbolic and
their local church.
They act as servants to "slates that a person is a
ihe pastor in the ministry of the Christian who wants to live a
church. Voting rights in the new and resurrected life."
church are extended to all
The Lord's Supper is a
baptised members regardless
symbolic act of obedience to
of age.
The Southern Baptists are the commemorate the death and
largest Protestant denomi- resurrection of Jesus Christ.
national group at present and Each Baptist church makes its
are the largest.group,.qf Bap-., own ruling on how often they
lists.,,They.cooperate together partake ,of the Lord's Supper
in Baptist programs, such as and who may participate.
Rev. Sjolander stated that the
missions, educational
programs, etc. They hold an preaching in the Baptist church'
is primarily evangelistic with
annual convention in some
section of the country.
anemphasison public confession
In speaking of the doctrine of of faith.

RESTAURANT
"QUALITY FOOD AT INEXPENSIVE PRICES"
Try Our Famous Kentucky Hot Brown

TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM YOUR LOCAL AGENT

McPHERSON INSURANCE
SERVICE

or
any of of our other delicious dinners

106 St GEORGE-COLLEGE PARK CENTEI
WE SERVE SANDWICHES , TOO

John Hancock Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE CO.

If You're Looking For a Good Meal, Go Out To The MANOR HOUSE

BEN McPHERSON DAVE GRAHAM
LIFE-HOME-AUTO-HEALTH

623-8626
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Head &
Shoulders
Shampoo

• • Get acquanted with • •

Dixie Cleaners & Laundry.
"GET
ACQUAINTED
SPECIAL"

Ivory Soap
Personal Sin
90 Value

Save

DINING R00M.CARRY 0UT.CURB

Wrigley's^
Chewing Gum
70 Value

Prices Good
Thu rsday. Friday &
Saturday
October 21.22, & 23
at University Center Store
only I

6for

29*

Shirts(laundered to perfection)!8*
Get acquainted with Dixie Cleaners &
Laundry-You'll be glad you did.
I I South Second St. On Your way to town.

1!
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BIG TOLLY PLATTER
&

Quantity Rights Reserved

i

I OPEN 24 HRS. DAILY I
THIS WEEK'S COUPON SPECIAL

Good thru Oct 30

Trousers, slacks & sweaters 43 *

| TOLLY-HO I
RESTAURANT |

DRINK

includes Double Deck Hamburger,
Fries, Slaw I a 15* Drink • '1.20 Valu
■■■■ FOR ONLY

J

95*— A

Stop In And Try Our Breakfast Special

f

623-9218
RICHMOND
EASTERN BY-PASS
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For Special Ed Students

EKU Students Aid
Local Head Start

'School Of Hope' Founded

effective teaching design.
There are two classrooms,

BY JII.l. BAKTIIK.N
Staff Writer

BYRUSSJONK8
Staff Writer

separated by a glassed-in observatory
room.
The
classrooms are designed for a
maximum of 15 pupils each with
one teacher and assistant per
unit. Colorfully decorated

"This it a hard carrot, isn't
it?" "Close your mouth and do
like this!" "I cut my meat all
up!" It's lunch time for the 4
and S year olds in the Headstart
program located on the second
floor of the Wallace Building.
The days' activities for the
children begin at 8:30 after a
mini-bus transports them from
selected low-economic homes in
Richmond to the campus.

bulletin boards reflect the fall
season with pumpkins, witches,
and black cats of Halloween.
Students Watch Children

Snack Begins (lass
A good-morning snack begins
a day of classroom worklearning social behavior, basic
word skills, colors, and shapes.
"Learning social interaction is
the most integral part," said
Mr. Charles London, one of the
Headstart instructors.
The pleasant and workable
atmosphere of the specially
designed facilities at Eastern
enhances
classroom
involvement and learning experiences. They also provide
Eastern students in Special
Education programs with
practical experience.
Facilities Create Effect
Dr. Charles Gibson, Associate
Dean of the College of
Education, and Dr. Thomas D.
Myers, Dean of Student Affairs,
observed
other
special
education facilities throughout
the country to create this most

Students, faculty, and parents
can see and hear the children at
work, but the special one-way
windows do not allow the
children to see out of the rooms.
Kay Linden, observing for a
preschool development class,
spends two hours weekly
studying the child's actions and
individual behavior. "They are
all different in their own ways,"
she said.
~ "Rest time, everyone quiet!"
announces Mrs. Syble Miller, an
instructor from Richmond. The
assistants and Mrs. Miller Getting into the fun and excitement of began Sunday afternoon at Home Warehouse No.
hurriedly line the classroom Homecoming '71, finishing touches are hung on the 2. and 2nd Street, and will stop at 10:30 sharp
floor with cots for each child. "I crude frame of this float entry. Float construction Friday night.
don't want to sleep!" yells
one. But the lights go dim and
"Rock-a-Bye" is. softly played.

Floating

Students Ride Minibus
The day draws to a close for
the pre-schoolers at 1:30 after
an afternoon snack. They can be
seen trailing one behind the
other through the Ravine to
catch the minibus home every
afternoon—Monday through
Thursday.

«-.»•*•*-.

people.
Cardiovascular renal
disorders, nutrition, anatomy
and physiology, biochemistry
and the physician and the
dietician were among the topics
discussed by the speakers at the

The fall meeting of the
Kentucky Dietetic Association
was held last Thursday and
Friday in Burrier 100.
The meeting, sponsored by
Eastern's Home Economic
Dept., was attended by over 140

EXPLO '72 To Spark Revolution
It's called Explo '72—it's part
of the revolution for Jesus
Christ, and it could be the most
significant Christian student
gathering in history.
Sponsored
by
Campus
Crusade for Christ, Explo '72 is
scheduled for June 12-17 at
Dallas, Texas. More than
100,000 are expected to attend
from every college campus in
America and from all nations of
the world.
The purpose of Explo '72 is to
give training in evangelism to
those who attend. Explo is a
major step in the strategy of
Campus Crusade to saturate the
United States with the claims of
Christ by a target date of 1976
and the entire world by I960.

I

Will Soon Enlist Millions
Campus Crusade, begun in
1951, hopes to enlist an army of
several million Christians for
active spreading of the message
of Christ. Their follow-up to
Explo '72 will come in late
summer of 1972, when training
institutes will be held around
the country for recruits
gathered by the original Explo
delegates.
Some three-quarters of a
million people could possibly be
trained in evangelism by next
October, according to potential
projections.
At Dallas, there will be 60 to
80 separate training sessions
ranging from 500 to 5000 in
each, held simultaneously all
across the city each morning.
Seminars will follow in the
afternoon.
Each delegate will be
assigned an area in Dallas and
asked to witness his faith in
Jesus Christ to two people there
most afternoons.
If the
delegates complete their
assignments, the entire "city-of^
Jfcrtfas will be reached with the"
claims of Christ within the 5day
period.
Meetings At Cotton Bowl
At night, the entire delegation
will attend a nationally
televised convocation at the
Cotton Bowl. Speakers including Billy Graham and other

nationally prominentChristian
leaders will be heard, and
special music entertainment
will highlight the evenings.
Explo '72 week will be concluded with a climatic mass
rally for an anticipated 250,000,
held in a natural amphitheater
outside Dallas. Hundreds of bus
delegations from all across the
south central area of the
country are expected to attend.
This week, particularly the
mass rally, is being billed as,
"one of the mightiest demonstrations for Christ that the
world has ever seen." -'
"Thousands Turn To Christ"
According to Bill Bright,
president of Campus Crusade,
"Jesus said to go out into the
world and preach and make
flisciples. There's a great
spiritual awakening; igoing on
sweeping the world" he said.
"Literally tens of thousands are
turning to Christ."
Bright said, "We believe the
quickest way to solve problems
of war, race and poverty and
illiteracy is to deal with the real
issues of man's relationship
with God.
"The hope for our nation and
the world rests in a great
spiritual awakening. People
have tried everyting else. Now
by the process of elimination,
they're coming back to God."
Bright, who founded Campus
Crusade, stressed that the
organization is not membership
group. "Our role is to be a
catalyst. We represent all
churches. Every staff member
is active in a local church. If
students have no church roots,
they are encouraged to Join a
church."
Largest Youth Organisation
With almost 3,000 full-time
staff members in the United
States and 45 other countries,
Campus Crusade today is the
largest
evangelical
organization focused on youth.
Paul Eshleman, director of
Explo, recently said, "Every
day in Dallas is an exciting
adventure for our team as we
prepare for Explo 72. We are
confident that God will do a
mighty work here to change
lives and we're asking Him to
use these changed lives to hell

change the world."
According to Eshleman,
"people everywhere are eager
to learn how to share their
faith." He hopes that Explo will
give them a chance to learn and
that "God will use Explo '72 to
ignite a spiritual explosion that
will spread across America and
around the world."
Dr Billy Graham is the
honorary chairman of Explo.
Bright and .Eshleman hope
that lo.ooo of those who attend
will enter fulll time Christian
work, not necessarily with
Campus Crusade for Christ.
Miss Ann Heim, a senior from
Columbus, Ohio, said, "I think
it's going to be a tremendous
experience, and the effect will
last a long time." Miss Heim
plans to attend Explo and enter
Christian work after graduation ■
"It's Going To Be Great"
Joe Hacker and his wife, who
live in Brockton, are planning to
attend Explo. "I think it's going
to be great," he said. "Imagine
100,000 people for Christ. I
really can't wait."
Tom Moore, assistant
professor of
accounting,
said'Tm pretty sure I'm going.
I think Explo will help spread
the Gospel of Christ in a much
greater way than ever before in
the past."
Moore noted that Explo is not
Just students. "It's a definite
must for everyone," he said.
Training sessions and seminars
for pastors, seminarians,
laymen, military, musicians,
athletes, mass, black involement, and young people will
be held.
Of the 100,000 or more who
will attend Explo, 65,000 is the
target number for college
students. A statistical sheet

from Dallas states that Explo
'72 is "trusting God for at least
7.000 Black students."
Stories are being planned for
future issues of major news
magazines regarding Explo.
The
18-minute,
color
promotional film of Explo is
available nation-wide. In
Kentucky, Explo billboards will
go up sometime in the future.
Will Break Dallas Record
Dallas has never hosted, a
convention of more than 40,000
people. Early interest in Explo
indicates the final turnout may
triple the Dallas convention
record.
Many business men have
offered contributions of money
and time. Hotels and coffee
shops are cutting their regular
rates. A large house was
donated for office space, as
have been various supplies.
Churches
have
offered
facilities, and colleges have
made dormitories available for
delegates.
Plans are being made to
arrange mass transportation
from major cities by airplane.
Bus transportation from many
cities will be available. Groups
of 40 may charter airplane
flights at a discount rate.
The Explo '72 registration fee
is $20 before March 1, 1972. The
fee is then $25. Cost for room for
the five days is estimated at $25,
while food will cost an additional $25 (varies with individual). Transportation is the
remaining cost factor. Plans
are being made for mass
feeding of high school students.
Further information on Explo
'72 may be obtained by writing
to 362S Rawlins, Dallas, Texas
75219.
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( Behind The Federal Bldg.)

He rode out
to battle
The windmills
of change!
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They included, Dr. Judith
Pratt, associate professor of
physiology, University of
Kentucky; Dr. Richard Bozian,
Professor of Nutrition, and
Biochemistry, University of
Cincinnati Medical School; Dr.
Emily Hess, Rehabiitation
Center,
Good Samaritan
Hospital, Cincinnati; and Dr.
Kermit Patterson, Asociate
Professor of Business at
Eastern.
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The department recognizes
the growing concern with these
problems. Genetic, birth and
physiological causes account
for six per cent of the mentally
retarded. The other 94 per cent
results from nonphysical
causes. Dr. De Hoop feels that
"cult ural di fferences may lead to
retardation in a large majority
of these cases."
It lakesaspecialkindofperson
to deal with these students and
there is a great demand for
teachers in this field.
The
eastern portion of Kentucky is
especially undersupplied with
special education teachers.

meeting.

COLOR twDeLuxe

j.

(Growing Concern Seen

NOW!ForA"Ages!
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Cape Codcb Renting

These children represent a
portion of the 15 per cent of all
school age children who need
special education. Special
education includes problems
related to mental retardation,
rehabilitation of the mentally
and physically handicapped,
alcohol and mental illness.
In its third year of traning
students to become teachers
and counselors, the department
offers three programs: Speech
Pathology and Audiology,
Rehabilitation and Special
Education.
Dr. Mary M. Roberts,

Associate
Professor
of
Kt^hilitalinn Education, said,
"In the past decade a great
emphasis has been placed on
mental
and
emotional
problems, drugs and juvenile
delinquency."

KDA Conducts Fall Meeting

Christ's Word Spreads Worldwide

BY ROBERT BABBAGE, JR.
News Editor

I AH-aled on the second floor of
the Wallace Building, the
"School of Hope", part of
Kastern's department of special
education and rehabilitation,
offers new encouragement to
children sent by the Madison
County
Association
for
lieatrded Children and Head
SI art.
The school gives special
education students a chance for
practical experience with these
students.
They become
familiar with probelms that
could arise in an actual
classroom.
The school is constituted of
Ihrec classes one of which deals
with (he trainable mentally
retarded. The other two classes
are Head Start units for those
students indicating extreme

behavior.
In Ihe Head Start units, "we
are able to prevent problems
before Ihcy occur. We shift
emphasis from treatment to the
prevention of problems," said
Dr. Wictse De Hoop, chairman
of the department.
Department Trains Teachers

SUNDAY

2VIJ— POATARLE STIMO • TRACK CARTRIDGE PLAYER. Now you
con corry good stereo listening along to the beach, picnics, parties,
school room, office or anywhere Operates on batteries, household
current or through your car cigarette lighter. Delivers 10 watts peak
music power.

University Shopping Center
Mon. • Fri. • 11 to 9

Sat- 10 to 9

Don Richthofcn
and
Brown
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Education Division Offers
Correspondence Coursefc

From Washington

Poverty Fight Begins
"University Year for action" is the government's
latest — and potentially
broadest — response to the
hundreds of thousands of young
people now ready and eager to
make their lives count for
something.
This fall, approximately 500
students from 11 universities
and colleges will enroll in school
and then, without reporting for
classes., set to work on the
problems of poverty in nearby
communities. How many more
do so next year is up to students,
faculties, and administrators of
our- other colleges and
universities.
We believe many more
should. For. by joining
"University Year for action." universities can loosen
their em brace on their students,
tear down the walls that keep
the students in and the greater
world out, and break the |
isolation which has estranged
many campuses from the
broader community in recent
years.
Deliver Health Services
"University Year for action" will enable medical
students from the University of
Nebraska to deliver health
services to migrant laborers,
business majors trom Pepperdine College to help black
owned and operated businesses
succeed in Watts.and education
students from the University of
Colorado to help Indians inSouth Dakota develop their own
unique educational system.
And while doing all this,
students will not be delaying
Iheir own careers, but will be
enriching them wth practical
experience. Full academic
credit up to 30 hours will be
awarded for a full year's
voluntary service.
Student volunteers will
receive a modest subsistence
allowance.
varying with
community living costs. The
average monthly allownce will
be $185. The volunteers also
receive paid medical insurance.
But for many students.

particularly married students
with families or students who
have • financial resources,
participation will require a
significant personal financial
sacrifice. Volunteers work full
time and are prohiited from
securing part time or summer
emplovment.
Set Aside Aid
To mitigate the financial
hardship for students who
otherwise would
receive
scholarship aid or who rely on
part time and summer employment to finance their
educaton. Action
will set
aside $50 a month in escrow to
be paid to these volunteers
on completion of 12 months
service in the program.
Any student, undergraduate
or graduate, enrolled in a
participating university is
eligible for the program. The
university itself will seek out
work assignments in poverty
areas, looking to the poverty
organizations and low-income
people themselves to define the
areas where assistance is

Schools Take Inilative
Because many of these
problem
areas
require
specialized training, our schools
must take the initiative in
structuring classwork to
provide training for part-time
service after graduation. And
inevitably, this must begin with
our young people, for they are in
npPfiPft
our colleges and high schools
"University Year for action"
now.
is a partial
fulfillment of
Much has been made of the
a pledge President Nixon made "generation gap" which supin January to students at the posedly exists between those
University of Nebraska. He under and those over age 30.
called for an alliance of Pessimists would have us
generations — of rich and poor,
believe that this gap is unblack and white, youth and aged bridgeable, a manifestation of
— which would blend the ex- (he decisive factors which rend
perience of one with the com- our society today.
mitment of the other.
Youth Question Values
Expand Capability
But the young ot any
"University Year for action" is a major attempt to generation have always sought
forge that alliance. But beyond to identify with the most noble
"University Year for Action" aspirations of their society.
are other initiatives which must What youth today is questioning
be considered if we are to is the credibility of values wheh
provide young people with the lead to the pollution of our
equipment to make our world a environment, the imprisonment
more fit place in which to live. of our poor in ghettos and the
We must start now to expand prepetuation of the cycle of
the capability of our schools to poverty.
The solutions to these
train young people for community service separate from problems are being sought in
their full-time careers. With the Washington, on campuses and
advent of the four-day week, the in local communities all over
extended vacation and the America. But more must be
secure retirement, citizens are done to involve the young in
these solutions. "University
Year for action" is an important step in encouraging that
involvement.

MAR-TAN
OPTICAL
INC.

■*•

in a position to seek ways to put
Iheir new-found leisure time to
belter use.
Idle hours are welcome as
respite from the cares of the
workday, but as the time
allotted to leisure grows longer,
many Americans will have the
desire to fill those hours with
meaningful service.If our
schoolshaveprepared them for a
second career in service, our
Nation's untapped talent could
then be unleashed*
We are in need of men and
women to provide supplemental
health delivery services, to
work in parole and probation
work, to build parks, monitor
air and water, plant trees....
lo get the trash off the streets.

Frosh Cop
Scholarships
Miss Willie S. Moss, chairman
of public relations for the
department of home economics,
reported that two Eastern
freshmen were recipients of two
of the sixteen $300 scholarships
presented at the annual state
convention of the Future
Homemakers of America.
The presentation was made
this summer at Morehead
State University.

BY DELMA J. FRANCIS
Staff Writer

Photo by Mil
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Burger King Queen
Tiny Vicky Jensen, junior art major of Kappa Delta Sorority,
hurridly gobbles down another giant burger which eventually
numbered 5:l4, to victoriously' claim the title of Champion
Whopper Eater" for the female entry.

Through its Division of
Continuing Education, Eastern
offers many college and high
school correspondence courses,
which may be taken on a credit
or non-credit basis.
The college courses may be
taken as credit toward a
bachelor's degree at EKU or
another college or may be used
by teachers to meet certification requirements. The
high school courses may be
applied toward a high school
diploma.
Those
enrolled
in
correspondence courses to meet
a college requirement must
have the approval of the dean of
his college.. Any high school
student must have the approval
of superintendent, principal or
guidance
counselor.
Also
students may not enroll for more
than two courses at one time.
All courses including the final
examination must be completed
one 'year from the date of
enrollment. Extensions are not
granted.

... ... .-.1-1.1. The minimum lime
in which a
course may be completed is
four weeks for a two-hour
course, five weeks for a threehour course, eight weeks for a
four hour and nine weeks for a
five-hour course. A minimum of
four weeks is allowed for each
half-unit of high school credit.
Any EKU senior planning to
apply correspondence credit
toward graduation must have
(he course completed and the
final taken prior to Nov. 1 for
Jan. grad, and June 1 for
August graduation.
Instruction fees for al) college
courses are based upon the
number of credit hours involved. The fee is now $12.00 per
semester hour. For high school
courses the fee is $20.00 for each
half-unit.
To earn credit in a course,
students are required to do all
the work as outlines in the
syllabus. Assignments are
expected regularly, and no
more than six will be accepted
per week. Examinations are not
returned to the students, but
instructors do send comments
to the students regarding their
assignments.

f_««ill iMitrrf
Uc
Credit
toward Iho
the Masters
Degree cannot be earned
through
correspondence
courses, however, some study
courses may be used to acquire
and renew teachers' certificates.

Presently 44 college level
courses and 21 high school level
courses are being offered;
Also under the auspices of the
Division
of
Continuing
Education is the Extension
Department. This off-campus
program is designed to students
who are unable to enroll as
campus residents.
Anyone desiring to request an
off-campus course should
contact the Office of Continuing
Education. Students will be
premitted to audit an offcampus course without credit
by paying the minimum fee
required, which' is $14.00 for
undergraduates per semester
hour and $17.00 per semester
hour for graduate students.
Those courses involving
laboritories or extended library
service are not offered through
the extension program.

Annual Kincaid Lecture

Toffler Sees Culture Transformation
BYKATHYMAY
Staff Writer
In the annual Kincaid lecture
Alvin Toffler spoke about the
major points of his current
bestseller. Future Shock. He
illustrated the change our
nation has undergone in the last
decade with the example of
John Kennedy's presidential
slogan. "Let's get America
moving again" and the one used
by Nixon in '68, "Let's get
America together again."
Toffler said that we are
caught in an historic transformation and a new kind of .
culture is emerging. We are
experiencing the most wrenching change in history.
All technological nations now,.
live in a crisis of industrialism. I
The major characteristics of'"
this new era are. 1. mass factory production, 2. separate
forms of organization, and 3. a
materialist value system.
Economics is the uppermost
factor in this culture.
Create New Society
We are creating a strange
new society for millions and this
causes them
to
suffer
disorientation or culture shock,
u/e are undergoing a superindustrial revolution.
Toffler maintains there are
three powerful forces driving
society forward. They are: 1,

acceleration of the pace of life, them to change. Being con2. information overload, and 3. fronted with new situations
causes changes. We have to
increased technology.
"In personal life we make and invent complex responses to the
break relations faster. We use new situations. At the same
more temporary things and rent time we ask people to make
objects more often . We are in more decisions we also force the
continual adaptation by having decisions to be more complex.".
For one hundred years the
lo learn thousands of new micro
adjustments daily. We now public believed industry caused
have modular buildings with loss of individualism. Huxley's
adjustable walls," said Toffler. and Orwell's books were causes
Americans move more often of this but they did save us from
than other people in the world. a kind of political misery.
Thirty-seven million people However, Toffler believes that
change houses in a year in New the public is becoming more
York City. Even our ties with individualized.
There is a muliplying choice
ideas, values, and politics are
in
consumer
markets.
becoming temporary.
Mustangs have a variety of
Songs Reflect Changes
options and extras that allow
One hundred years ago in
the owner to almost design his
America the social structure
own car. There are also as
was small and fixed and
many different kinds of gasoline
strangers were unusual. We
for each car.
now deal with more people in a
Reading Diversity Increased
week than a feudal serf did in
his lifetime.
All these material changes
The songs of the young people are parallel to our culture
reflect the changes and the changes. Madison Avenue is the
lemporariness of the new world headquarters for art
culture as in Carole King's song museums and no one style
"So Far Away." Most big city predominates. Reading
kids have a sequence of best diversity is more increased in
friends said Toffler. This has technologically advanced
considerable impact on psychic countries. A thousand books are
and mental relationships. En- published per day in the United
counter
Groups,
Group States. This evidence disproves
Therapy, etc. often take the the old idea that technology
place of serious relations.
equals uniformity.
Toffler cited surveys have
In the mass media, we have
shown that young people today old magazines going out of
engage in sex more often than circualtion and new ones aptheir parents because it is a way pearing.
Large,
general
to get to know someone faster.
magazines are dying because of
They are in a desperate search the explosion of specialized ones
for instant intimacy because for different interests. Popular
the person may be gone the television is one of the last of
next day.
our primitive technological
"People have to make concepts. Video cassette is an
adaptive decisions more often advanced one. The cost of this
and these decisions are forcing variation is declining rapidly
due to the same technology;
therefore,
production
is
booming, said Toffler
The machine is the symbol of
super industrialism. New
machines are destandardizing
our products. Tape recorders
and underground newspapers
are examples of highly individualized mass media.
Today anyone can be his own
broadcaster of publisher.
Society Divides
Our society has cracked into a
myriad of sub-cultures. Quebec
might secede from Canada and
New York City will surely
secede from New York State
sometime in the near futgre.
However, with this extension
of individual freedom comes
choice and with choice comes
overchoice. With overchoice

modeled after factories. Only
educators know something
about the future can we prepare
students for the future.
We have a curriculum
designed for yesterday. We
need to unlearn, relearn, and
Confidence Deteriorates
discard. We will ha ve to deal with
As a cultural disease, " Future temporary organizations in
Shock" renders a person in- future class rooms; not just
capable to control his life. When teachers in front and student
people are kept under this sitting in back. We need to ask
pressure their confidence questions such as "What is life
deteriorates. The concept ap- all about?", "Why am I here?",
plies to organizations also. and "What values do I want."
Reality changes much ..more
Must Make Decisions
rapidly today than it "did ten
People must make their own
years ago. The "Pueblo Incident" demonstrates how slow values and recognize com
the decision making really is. tradictions to make decisions.
Future Shock"attacks the vital Education must alter the
traditional sense of time. We
decision making apparatus.
What can we do about all this? need to show people their exact
Many problems are political place in space. In an unones but we can not stop changing society, emphasis on
technology or its outcome. On the past is beneficial. But we
the social side we need to ask need to shift focus in education
questions about the new and balance the time element.
We could start with a set of
technology. If technology made
money in the past we used to assumptions about the future. A
give it the go-ahead. We need "Council of the Future" would
more criteria for deciding on be beneficial at each college
across the country. Toffler
new technological inventions.
The SST was the first im- stressed the fact that each
portant innovation that was student should badger teachers
ever debated. This was the first with how the subject matter of
indication of future con- classes applies to the future.
sciousness. We need to make
"We are producing people
choices in more sophisticated with no hope for the future. We
need a tomorrow oriented
ways.
Our educational system needs educational system. If we can
radical changes. We are now tame technology and shift
producing people to live in the education, then we can soften the
present
instead of the changes and prevent future
future.Our schools have been shock." concluded Toffler.
comes pain and anxiety.
Overchoice slows down the
important decision making
process. Conflict in culture
results in conflict in the head.
This results in "Fature Shock."

Science Association
Elects Dr.. Branson

Quietly examining the intricate details of snail
specimens.
Dr.
Bradley
' Branson, professor of Biology at
Eastern, denotes the patience
and inquisitive nature of a
dedicated scientist.
This
inquistive nature
resulted in Dr. Branson's
election as a Fellow of the,
American Association for theAdvancement of Sciencei
(A A AS i early this fall.
"Only a few are admitted
each year," said Dr. Branson.
His honorary position was
based on contributions to the
field of science, research and
writings. He has had over 100
papers published in 30 to 40
various American and foreign
journals.
Dr. Branson studies are in the
_ fields of aquatic biology

(primarily fisheries science),
biological geography, evolution,
and statistics.
"My biggest contribution is
my involvement in conservation
efforts," said Dr. Branson. He
applies his knowledge and
studies to teaching in the
classroom.
and teaching graduates and
undergraduates," he said. Dr.
Branson specifically stated his
research ettorts toward the
protection of man, his'
destruction of the environment
and quality of water, animals,
and plants. "We must learn
ways to live on earth without
destroying," he said.
Since 1965 Dr. Branson has
been a representative of the
Kcntuckv Academy of Science
to the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.

We've been bringing in the sheaves
for your personal collecting
and your presonality gift-giving

iflanp iHoon* antique*
ted Snort Subjects

New Moons Gifts

All Program*
Ticket Office Opens 7:Mp.m.
Admission 75 cents Children

(under 12) SO cents

*
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Newspapers May Be
Read And Recycled

As Student Coordinator

Garrett Maps. Intricate Weekend
BYJILLBARTHEN
SUff Writer

according to Garrett, is plenty
of hard work and involvement
directing each individual
committee to complete its part
resulting in harmony of the total
event.
Duties of the homecoming
committee include queen
selection, parade, dance band,
and concert entertainment.
Garrett must consider every
detail-lhe color and design of
mums, the maximum height
permissible for floats, adequate
toilet facilities near the float
building warehouse, judges'
accomodations and meals,
dance favors, the crowning
proceedure, etc., etc. The list
seems endless, but the Final
result in Homecoming weekend
is worth all the effort.

Homecoming '71 builds to the
climactic stage during this final
week before the crowning of the
new queen, the clash with
Western Kentucky, a bigger
than ever parade, and top
concert entertainment.
Homecoming comes and goes
within a day's time, but to.
Marshall Garrett Homecoming
is a year long event. The thrills,
laughs, and suspense are a
memorable experience for
everyone. Few, however, realize, the hard work and tedious
planning behind the scenes in
co-ordinating the events of a
successful homecoming.
Last spring Marshall Garrett,
last Minute Problems
senior chemistry major and
mathematics minor, from
This last week last minute
Bardstown, Kentucky was problems seem" to be the apnamed the first student co- pointment of queen and float
ordinator of the Homecoming judges-three for each. "We are
activities. Directing all the careful to get judges who are
committees has been a major relatively unfamiliar to the
hansel considering all the campus--1 am doing my utmost
deadlines, advance planning, to avoid this," said Garrett.
and smooth operation of every
People
of
highest
event, working toward the qualifications in their specific
biggest,
spirit-filled areas are asked to serve as
Homecoming weekend ever at judges. "We make their weekEastern.
end as enjoyable as possible,"
"The name of the game." he said. Motel accommodation*

und meal tickets to the Student the grounds. "Weare pajmg $60
Union Cafeteria are provided for portable toilets," liarrett
saidf .
for the guests.
Student vote makes up one
major portion of queen selecThe parade will contain aption; (he judges study the
proximately
70 units leaking it
candidates' file sheets and meet
each in personal interviews to bigger lhan last year according
complete the results. The IS to Garrett. He is expecting 23
semi-finalists were selected floats, all competing for the top
from the 43 candidates last three spots in origiaality and
Thursday by student vote. beauty. Initiated last year by
Instant computer calculations Garrett. the committee will
totaled 2,778 votes. "This is the continue lo give Urge silver
biggest turnout in the history of bowls for "keepaWto the victors.
EKU!" said Garrett.
%
Also included in the parade
Contributing to much of the
are bands, queen semi-finalists,
Homecoming spirit is a central
place to gather .combining ideas marching units,.the Grand
for float construction. "We were Marshall. President of the
having some difficulties in Alumni Association, and ''the
obtaining a warehouse," said Shriners.
Every dorm gets into (he
Garrett, "but Mr. Robert
game
by challenging fellow
Luxom was very generous to
dormitories
for titles-, of
give a warehouse to us."
originality
and
beauty in
Garrett must
consider
problems in the height of the decoration ideas. Impressive
floats. He has suggested gold plates inscribed with the
measuring the warehouse winning dormitories and
entrance and also the beams homecoming' year will be
within (he warehouse. Work preserved on a plaque in the
started on Sunday and will new Student Union Building.
"We've had pretty good luck
continue through Friday from
with
bands-generally we've
3:00 to 10:30 daily. Garrett will
be on (he spot throughout the had pretty good music in the
week lo check the progress. A past." said Garr«tt The
new addition for the student's Hoy woods from Cincinnati, who
(Continued <m P*fe BbltMa)
convenience has been moved to
''

We've Come A Long Way!

Homecoming History Spans 44 Years
BY PAULA GOODIN
Feature Editor
•
Highways will be crowded by
cars with old Eastern and
Alumni stickers making their
way to Richmond this weekend.
They are on their way to renew
old friendships, cheer the team
to a victory against arch-rival
Western, see if the queen
candidates are as lovely as they
were 10 or 20 years ago, and
generally live it up with
memories of old homecomings
and the realities of uanstlwr
Homecoming. >u. prods »t bsen
Meanwhile, searching far
time in the midst of studying for
midterms, students have been
slaving to finish stuffing
chicken wire, find just the right
dress or suit for the dance, and
ask their best date to this long
awaited weekend.
Fictitious Alumnus
Among the thousands of
returning Alumni is one fictitious James Alexander who
graduated in 1928. He has
visited his old campus several
times over the years and each
time js amazed at how much it

has grown. This year is special
for him because it is his
grandson's first Eastern
Homecoming as a freshman.
Memories of his first
Homecoming and Eastern's
first-Novemberl2, 1927-race
through his mind. That year
there had been no parade, no
floats, and no queen. "But an
Alumni Dance and Banquet was
held in the basement of Burnam
Hall. I remember hearing that
Burnam was renovated this
year; I've wondered if it's
changed much."
First llome-comlr.*
>r^rWsl'h'eate>'foV';mat
first Homecoming read, "Fifty
to One Hundred Alumni Expected To Be Here For
Homecoming." President
Donovan had invited all Alumni
back for the game with
Louisville
and
weekend
festivities. "Unfortunately we
lost that game, but a precedent
was established. Each year
after that a Homecoming Game
was attended by more and more
Alumni and Homecoming activities were expanded,"
Alexander remembered.
A major addition was the

Photo submitted

FORMAL FASHIONS, have changed
since Homecoming
queens of the early 1960's wore yards of lace and nylon net.
However, the formal look for this year's Homecoming will be
one of simplicity and individuality.

completion of Hanger Stadium
in 1935. Prior to that games had
been played on an athletic field
located where the Combs
Building now stands.
"I believe the present Student
Union Building was built in 1939,
but now it's been outgrown and
another one is under construction. When I came back for
the 1940 Homecoming the dance
had been moved to Walnut Hall;
before then dances were always
in the basement of Burnam
Hall. A local orchestra was
hired for the dance that year.
"Another interesting difference between dances then
and the ones now was that a guy
could break in on a dancing
could break in on a dancing
with that girl. But six dances of
the evening were 'no break
dances.' You filled out a card
with the six girls you wanted to
dance 'no breaks' with. Usually
you reserved the first and last
for your date, but danced the
others with anyone you wanted
to," recalled Alexander.
194* Barbecue
By 1940Tbarbecue had been
added to the Homecoming
festivities also. Beginning early
Saturday morning faculty
members started preparing and
barbecuing food in open pits in
the Ravine. After the game the
barbecue was served to
students and Alumni by
Eastern's faculty.
Then the bleak shadows of war
moved across the land taking
America's finest. The resulting
drop in enrollment was accompanied by a dwindling
Homecoming.
After the
war years
Homecoming began to grow
even faster along with
enrollment and expansion of the
campus.
According
to
Alexander, "Homecoming in
1948 was a big surprise and a
huge success. For the first time
there was a parade and
Homecoming Queen. Excitement prevailed as the
clumsy floats moved down
Lancaster Avenue."
By this time Homecoming
had become the big eventwaited and planned for all fall
by the students. Members of
organizations wore out their

fingers, stuffing. napkins in
chicken wire and planned their
own activities for Homecoming
weekend as they continue to do
now.
1953 marked another change
in Homecoming. for the first
lime it was expanded into a twoday affair with the dance and
pep rally Friday night. The
parade, the" number of units
growing each year, followed on
Saturday morning with the
game and presentation of the
Queen that afternoon.
"I didn't make another
Homecoming after 1948 until
1980-President ^Martin's first
year at Eastern," Alexander
remembered. '*The incident I
remember most about this
Homecoming was the Snake
Dance getting out of control.
Some boys formed a dance of
their own running through
Madison Theatre, disrupting
the movie, and coming back to
disturb campus. I believe five
boys were expelled for the
trouble."
Progress headlines in 1964
proclaimed "'More Than 10,000
Participate In Homecoming
Activities Here." To date this
was the largest number attending Homecoming. But by
1989 Eastern had outgrown old
Hanger Stadium, and the new
stadium (finished just in time
for that year's football season)
seated a capacity crowd of
24,000 at the Homecoming
Game.
"Each year I manage to
return ' to
an
Eastern
Homecoming, I am amazed
with the growth and change of
the campus, yet an essential
part of Homecoming remains
the safne. A spirit of ex
citemetit, preparation, and
anticipation is the same each
year among the students," said
Alexander.
This spirit is reflected in a
statement
in
the
post
Homecoming 1968 issue of the
Progress.After a disheartening
loss to Western on a day which
rain had already depressed it
read, "And we can always
summon the eternal plea, 'Wait
till "next year!' For better
weather. For a homecoming
victory. And for another
HomecomUig/^^^^^^^

BY FAWN CONLEY
Staff Writer

PHoto by L»rry Bsllty
MARSHALL GARRETT. the first student coordinator of the
Homecoming activities has been attending to last minute
problems this week in order to insure the smooth operation of
every event.

By Advisory Committee

Students' Needs Studied
twice a month. They will meet
once by themselves, and then
the second meeting will be to
project their views to the
Counseling Center. What occurs
in the meetings will be confidential and members are
urged to speak freely.
Dr Tolar emphasizes that the
Counseling Center will listen
and try to improve its services.
Students are nominated for He also feels that if there are
this committee by Chuck enough interested students, the
Kelhoffer, President of the committee could be increased
Student Association, and ap- to 15 members.
"What we are hoping for is
proved by Dr. Calvin Tolar of
the Counseling Center. The ten that these students will talk
committee members are straight with us and really
representative of the various share with us areas that they
types of students at Eastern, so feel need our attention," stated
that, hopefully, all voices will be Tolar. As a staff we have
committed ourselves to really
heard.
The committee will meet listen."

A Student Advisory Committee is presently being
established by the Counseling
Center in Ellendale Hall.
The committee is being
formed to help the Counseling
Center realize what the present
student's needs are, so they
may better handle student
problems.

Nil

"I'd like to do something with
buttles and cans. I've written
.some people about it, but I
haven't heard anything. I don't
know if they recycle magazines,
maybe later,' said Miss Jessie
Koiss, chairman of the environmental paper recycling
committee on campus.
The idea for the committee,
which is designed lo help clean
up the environment by
recycling papers, began last
year when people were asked to
sign up for the committee.
There was no immediate action
mi the idea.
"Nothing was ever done, so I
went over and talked to Chuck
Kelhoffer, Student Association
president about it. He asked
mc if I wanted to be the
chairman and I said no, but he
talked me into it," continued
Miss Reiss.
"There'll be a place in each
dorm to leave the newspapers
once a month, probably the
office, but I'm not sure about
that yet." she said. The papers
will be collected by the
Volunteers of America and
taken to Louisville to the
Courier-Journal.I don't think
they do the recycling, though. I
think (hey send the papers some
place else."
Other members of the
recycling committee are
Sharon Hussing, sophomore
from Louisville, Mike Laycock,
senior from Cincinnati, Ohio
and Susan Henry, sophomore
from Louisville.
"Anyone can be on the
committee. I'm asking for
volunteers. All they have to do
is call me or one of the other
members," Miss Reiss said,
concerning anyone interested in
helping on the committee.
" I really need someone from
each dorm to volunteer to do the
collecting."
The recycling committee is
open to all students who wish to
help with the project. Papers
will be collected once a month,

T

• nil i I'.
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usually at the end of the month.
"Students can keep the
papers in their rooms until lr|pn,
Ihen take them downstairs. Or if
tlu-y get too deep, they can take
them over to the Student
Association Office," she stated,
explaining the collection
procedure to be used. Collection
dates for this month will he
October 28 and 29. Any student
interested in serving on the
committee or collecting papers
for their dorm should contact
Miss Reiss at 625-2055 or one of
the other members of the
committee.
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In Fashions Today—Anything Goes
'

above the knee, and looks good with tights and clunky shoes. A
dressier version of the mini-maxi is the body dress, made of
jersey and acrylic knits for evening wear. These body dresses
may also be of the wrap-around version, which tie on the side at

BY BETSEY BELL
SUff Writer

The Forties are back. The nostalgia of Ruby Keeler, Clark
Gable, Greta Garbo, Rita Hayworth, and the Big Band Era are
reflected In the fashions of today Not only are people dressing in
the nostalgic trend, but they also dress for comfort and individuality. In today's fashion anything goes.
Blazers are one of the biggest styles returning to the fashion
scene. Created in everything from corduroy to velveteen, they
can be teamed with hot pants, midis, knickers and flared pants,
as a great casual look for the Homecoming game.
The midis are still as popular as they were last year, with
either side slits and hot pants or a front slit fastening with
buttons or zippers. Along with these is the pleated polo skirt.
This is especially good with body stockings or tights and clogs or
wedgies. Another attractive accesory is the cloche hat or
"Garbo,' hat.
The newest look in skirts is the mini-maxi, which hits right

the hip.

«

.

Pant suits are still popular, but knickers are the big look for
casual wear. They look especially nice with waist jackets and
short vests and boots or knee socks and clunky shoes or clogs.
The most popular hot pants are those with a covering skirt.
Many are now made with taffeta and are designed after the
overall look. These are great accompanied by dressy boots or
wedgies.
For evening, one of the most feminine looks is the peasant and
halter dresses made of panne velvet, jersey and knits. Midis and
maxis made with crushed velvet are also very attractive. These
look very chic teamed with laced bodystockings.
Men's fashion is increasing with style and color. No longer are
men forced to dress in the drab suits of brown, black and navy.
Corduroy is very attractive for men's blazers and waist coats.
These go great with knit or corduroy flares and knickers.

Knit suits are very appropriate for today. Their look is neat
and many can be worn year round. Of course the lapels are still
wide and the jackets are slightly fitted. Some have buttoned
flaps on the pockets.
Wide ties are still in vogue ranging from 5 to 7 inches. Even
bowties are increasing in popularity. Most casual looks are
without ties. Many wear sport coats of plaid and tweed over
turtleneck sweaters.
Men's shirts are more colorful with different patterns. Going
beyond the stripe and window-pane check, are the shirts made
of varied prints, such as flora and geometric design. Knit body
shirts add a very "together" look with knit and corduroy flares.
i VesU are often worn to set off the shirts. The most popular is the
, sweater vest.
Two-tone shoes and boots are very popular in men's wear.
Another new accessory is hats such as the bowler and panama
Purses are also catching on in men's wear, especially the ones
which attach to the belt.
'
i No matter what a student chooses to wear to Homecoming, he
or she may rest assured that any look will do, for this is the year
of the individual dress.

V

Fashion Review
Maxi, midi, mini, hotpants,
pantsuit-versatility is the name
of the fashion scene. This makes
choosing the right outfit for the
right occasion, which is of
major concern to every girl
especially for Homecoming
festivities, a decision-making
affair. Almost anything will do
for almost any affair.
Hotpants, popular this spring
and summer, have carried on
into fall wear. Pantsuits still
quite popular this fall seem to
be solving the question of
"Which length shall I wear?"
Usually thought of as having
more
differences
than
similarities, older fashions
show a remarkable resemblance to the present midi.
Often seen now are waist length
sweater and chunky shoes
which were worn several years
ago.

♦
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Photo by Bill Stottt

TERESA KIRKPATRICK, a freshman from Mount Sterling, is
prepared for the Friday night Homecoming dance in this formal. Multicolored flowers on a background of black acetate
brighten the black knit bodice. The fashion was furnished by
Haroldes.

Photo by Bill Stotu
HOTPANTS DOT the fall fashion scene this year. Jody Rice," a
sophomore from Ashland and member of Alpha Delta Pi,
models an outfit appropriate for the Homecoming Concert or
football game. Accented by knee-hi patent boots, this costume
was provided by Four Seasons.

Photo by Bill Stoess

BLACK COLORS fashions this year.
Jody again models a black blazer with
black midi skirt of cut corduroy. A pink
blouse and pink patterned scarf

UNIVERSITY CENTER

RICHMOND

Anniversary
Sale!
Famous Makers

Separates

g«»
100% Acrylic Pants

Re*. $12N Novelty Boned

a. "Monsanto wear dated fabrics" Sizes 5 to 13
Assorted fall colors.

Reg. 'lO^M" 17" Length

Wool Skirts g**, 7"
h Solids, tweeds, |acquards. A-llna, button front
and front pleats. Sizes 5 to 13

Reg. 7"-8" Orion

100

Sweater Vests

4

c. Cable stitched and ribbed styles In assorted fall
colors. Sizes 34 to 40

Ret. 8" Orion Classic
long sleeve

4

Sweaters

88

d. Mock turtle and turtle neck styles In new
fashion colors.

Better Dresses
Regular to 21"

12*

complete this Homecoming ensemble.
The midi length is quite familiar but
has not yet gained a firm hold. The suit
was furnished by Four Seasons.

15 00
—

CASUAL WEAR for Homecoming 1956 is reflected assistant football coach at Eastern, and his future
by the apparel of these students. Leaving the wife, Sandra Sharp. They will be familiar faces to
Student Union Building are Bobby Harville, now many returning Alumni, faculty, and students.
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Club-Tivity

Panhellenic Announces Pledges
BY DIANNA COLEMAN
Organization. Editor
The Panhellenic Council of
EKU announces the pledging of
the following women during
Open Rush of Fall Semester:
ALPHA
DELTA
PiDeborah
Lee
Akins,
Wilmington, Ohio, Terry Anne
Becker, Silver Grove, Teresa
Ann Berlin, Wilmington, Ohio,
Vanessa Gayle Campbell,
Sermine, Rhonda Cassidy,
Stanford, Cynthia Ann Fitzgerald, Dayton, Ohio, Edith
Edwina Hatcher, London,
Pamela Ann Hobbs, Stanford,
Suzanne Rita Holthouser,
Louisville, Lisbetb
Kay
Le Valley, Dayton
Ohio,
Stephanie Ursula Merson,
Odenton, Maryland, Patricia
Nell Montgomery, Greensburg,
Mary
Pamela
White,
Georgetown, Lynda Darlene
Young, Ashland.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHALinda Sue Boatright, Lancaster, Mary Etta Ferman,
Louisville, Deborah Joan
Hawkins, Lexington, Yvette
Ann Johnson, Louisville,
Michele McCrary, Louisville,
Karren Jo Pope, Fort Knox,
Joan Renee Ray, Louisville,
Gwendolyn Riffe, Danville,
Sharon
Gale
Stround,
Louisville.
ALPHA GAMMA DELTAElizabeth Carol Bryant, Cincinnati, 0., Peggy Lou Cox,
Lancaster, Sally Kathryn Cox,
Louisville, Mary Catherine
DeWeese, Dayton, Ohio, Mary
J.
Eversole,
Lexington,
Kathleen Susan Holeman,
Louisville,
Sheila
Kay
Holsclaw, Lexington, Ann
Hogan Mackin, Bardstown,
Elizabeth Anne Regina Small,

Lexington,
Darla ' Jean pointment.
Tomorrow—R. J. Reynolds
Vogelsang, Hebron, Sara Ann
Tobacco Company, Lexington,
Welsh, Richmond.
will interview all interested
people in Sales-Management.
CHI OMEGA-Cynthia Bait
Wednesday—October XI—
zley. West Chester, Ohio, Jean
Hempfling, Hebron, Penny Department of Economic ,
Glynn Noland, Richmond, Patty Security , Frankfort, will interview all interested majors in
Lee Riggs, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.
Social
Work, Sociology,
Psychology, or a related fields.
DELTA SIGMA THETAArthur Anderson Company,
Adrian Rebecca Murphy, Cincinnati, will interview in
Louisville, Barbara Lee Simi, Dean Young's office, 317 Combs
Louisville,
.
Building.
Thursday—October 28—
KAPPA
DELTA-Patricia Lybfand, Ross Bros, and
Lynn Demko, Louisville, Montgomery, Louisville, will
"Patricia Diane Donohue, interview all interested AcLouisville, Judy Ann Ehrenberg, Reading, Ohio, Olive counting majors. Contact Dean
Marie Falcone, Louisville, Young's Office for an apRhonda Lynn Grueninger, pointment.
The Greater Clark County
Reading, Ohio, Linda Kay Schools, Jefferson, Indiana, will
Mammons. Paris, Diane Sue be coming to campus in
Hawks, West Chester, Ohio, February 17, 1972. They have
Linda Sue Hern, Hillsboro, sent pre-screening forms to be
Ohio, Vicki Lynn McDonald, filled out and sent to their office
Dayton, Ohio, Sherry Gwen no later than January 10,1972.
Parsons, Holland, Mich., Helen From this they will select who
Brown Stout, Owensboro, Susan they will interview on their
Taglauar, Covington.
scheduled recruiting date.
Please stop by the Placement
KAPPA PHI DELTA- Office to pick up a pre-screening
(KAPPA ALPHA THETA form if you are interested.
AFFILATESl-Rebeca Faye
WEKU-FM
Clancy, Lexington, Connie Jo
Eastern's radio station,
Freking, Florence, Sarah
WEKU-FM, will carry National
Kathryn Griesch, Louisville, Public Radio's live broadcast of
Sharon Lee Hensley, West the admission of Red China to
Milford, N.J., Jacqueline Diane the United Nations on October
Thompson, Florence.
18th, starting at 10:00 a.m.
Assembly President Adam
Placement Interviews
Malik expects the debate to last
The following interviews will twelve full sessions, and to
be held in Vie Placement Office, extend over a period of about
unless otherwise stated, Phone two and one half weeks.
WEKU-FM is 88.9 on your
2766 in advance for an apradio dial.
pointment.
Today—Haskins and Sells,
Friendship Pictures
Louisville, will be interviewing
all interested accountant
Friendship pictures are still
majors. Contact Dean Young's available for purchase from the
Office (317 Combs) for an ap- 1971 Milestone . These may be

purchased through the mail
only.
Send. $3.50 for 20
retouched wallet size pictures in
care of the Business Manager,
1972 Milestone, 4th floor Jones
Building. The Deadline for
ordering is November 1.
Growth
Are you interested in tutoring
an elementary student? If you
are and can give 2 or 3 hours a
week contact Debbie Bellairs at
4240 or call 622-3840.

S<3o,WGo

Swimming

Recreational swimming is
now available in the Coliseum
pool for students and faculty.
The pool will be open on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays from 7-0 p.m. and on
Sundays from 2-5 p.m. Admission is by ID only for both
faculty and students.
Unless you are in a men's
swimming class bring your own
swim suit, towel, and lock.
Children under 11 must be
accompanied by a parent.
There wiU be no swimming on
University Holidays., You must
enter the pool by way of men's
or women's locker rooms.
"The Jobseekers"
"The Jobseekers", an insight
into the avenues of available
employment opportunities for
Kentucky jobseekers, formerly
scheduled for Oct. 7 has been
rescheduled for tonight at 7:30
p.m. on KET-TV (Channel 46).
It was pre-empted by President
Nixon's Phase II speech.

goodies!
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PSSST...
Wanna sweeten up your life
& your budget ?
Come on over & save 20c a piece
on our make your own sundae-

Arts And Crafts

I
The Arts and Crafts class will
meet from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
tonight in the McGregor Date
Lounge instead of the Coates
Conference Room.
Martin To Speak

Glob on as much gooey topping
as you want -

I

Dr. Robert R. Martin,
president of Eastern, will address the campus chapter of the
American Association of
University Professors on October 27 on the topic of "Faculty
Responsibility."
All faculty members are
invited to attend the meeting
which will be In room 118 of the
Combs Building. Also at the
meeting will be the announcement of committee
memberships.

JUST 29*
EACH

§r^v^

with these

"Save The Trees"
Everyone please save your
newspapers in an effort to
"Save The Trees".
These
newspapers can be recycled
and used again, Volunteersof
(Continued on Pace Fifteen)

•V

coupons!

wo^i

„ PRIZK
SANDWICH
. SHOPPIE >

Your Guide U
Better TV
and
Radio Service

'Got-cha'
Brenda Reiter, junior nursing major, member of
Chi Omega sorority, and Karen Bloyd, junior
physical education major from Greensburg,
member of Alpha Delta Phi are shown here in last

%

Sunday's girls' football game. The annual game,
sponsored by Beta Theta Phi Fraternity, was won
by the Chi-O's in a sudden death yardage. The
score was 12-12.

SUNDAE

SUNDAE

AT NOW 29*

>WN0W 29*

LOTTS-RICHMOND

LOTTS-RICHMOND
Good thru 11/6/71
wmmwniuwn

jWfcON 29*
LOTTS-RICHMOND

L

GARLAND JETT'S
MENS WEAR
oh those victory celebrations...

A MAKE YOUR OWN

SUNDAE

thats a trip to

Eastern play Western

A MAKE YOUR OWN

Jjood foru 11/6/71 — . -J«
«. «. _ jnr«r\L"«ii
A~MAKE YOUlfoWN

EXCITEMENT 71

and then
on to see

1

Goo£thruJl/6/71

A MAKE YOUR OWN

SUNDAE
i

-4TN0W29*

,

LOTTS-RICHMOND

J

GooiMhru 11/6/71

^

I

8 LOTTS, MM

Sandwich Shoppe
WHERE EVERY DAY IS SUNDAE ON THE BY-PASS
KIRK'S T.Y. &
RADIO SERVICE
422 N. 2*4. 423-1540
EASY PARKING!
v

\
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In Homecoming Game

urk's
orner

EASTERN,WESTERN BATTLE
BY JIM Kl'ltK
Sports MHor

BY JIM KURK
Progress Sports Editor

Defense Is Key
Two of the greatest games in OVC history have
occurred here in Richmond the last two times
Western's Hilltoppers came to Eastern's campus to
renew their long football rivalry with the Colonels.
Those two games, a M-14 tie in 1967 and a 27-26
Western victory in 1969, could very possible be
equalled in excitement this Saturday afternoon as
the league leading Toppers invade for what will be,
as usual, a key game in the OVC race.
In a game like this one its hard to make any
predictions on the outcome based on comparative
scores. Even if it were, though, the comparative
scores this year come out just about even. Western
has defeated two of the common opponents, East
Tennessee and Austin Peay, by more impressive
scores than Eastern, but the third common opponent, highly ranked Eastern Michigan, handed
the Toppers their only defeat while being held to a
scoreless tie by the Colonels last Saturday.
A lot will depend on whether the Colonel defense,
which redeemed itself for the Middle Tennessee
debacle magnificently in shutting out Eastern
Michigan, can contain the speed of Western's attack. Certainly the Eastern defenders have proved
that they CAN stop good offensive teams, but in
order for the Colonels to beat Western they
probably will HAVE to turn in another sterling
performance.
The reason that the burden falls on the defense is
that Eastern's offense has been inconsistent all
season. Harold Borders did a fairly good job in his
first start at quarterback, completing eight passes,
but still the offense couldn't put any points on the
board.
It looks like it should be a close, low scoring
contest, at least from all indications. Both teams
have played low scoring games whenever they
have been up against a strong opponent this season.
However, when Eastern and Western meet there's
no telling what might come about. Don't be surprised if Eastern's offense finally jells, and—or the
Western scatbacks break loose a few times, and the
•

Photo oy Larry Bailey

EASTERN CORNERBACK James Porter (28)
and Mike O'Neal (10) attempt to bat down this
Western pass in last year's battle between the
two rivals in the mud at Bowling Green. Western
split end Darryl Smith (19), one of four

'Sparkplug' James Porter
Sparkles On Runbacks

WELCOME
BACK!

*

Saturday Eastern fans will be
hoping he can do just that for
the Colonels. In Eastern's last
home game Porter, the
Colonels' junior cornerback,
electrified the fans with his
beautiful punt and interception
>••♦•..>»«A runbacks, and fans will be
looking for more of the same
when Western invades for the
Homecoming Day clash.

BY JERALD COMBS
Staff Writer
James Porter is a spark
capable of lighting a fire under
a football team, and this

(Continued on Page Tnlrteea)
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EKU 16
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JacHfcon and Embree, two
so"p*norhores who" sn^re'Th'e'"'
tailback slot, are the biggest
threats in the offensive arsenal.
Jackson, who raced 69 yards for
a touchdown against Eastern
Michigan, led the club in

passes for 769 yards and ran for
214 more, leading the club in
total offense with 963 yards.
The Toppers are loaded with t
talented receivers. Jay Davis, a^
senior split end, owns everyj
Western pass receiving record^
in the book. Last year, he won '
first team AII-OVC honors by,
catching 25 passes for 443 yards, '
and in three years as a regular
he has 104 receptions for 1864''
yards and fourteen touchdowns.'
Besides Davis, Western has'
Sm ith, a junior speedster who in''
(Continued on page eleven)
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PROBABLE OFFENSIVE STARTERS
No.
80
75
66
50
79
72
89
15
23
31
27

Eastern
John Crew
Richard Cook
Larry Kaelin
"Jerome Sims
Fred Sandusky
Harry Irwin
James Wilson
Harold Borders
Jimmy Brooks
Dick Straten
Joe Washington

Pos.

No.

Western

POS/;

SE
QT
QG
C
SG
ST
TE
QB
TB
FB
FL

22
50
64
52
67
76
84
10
44
40
80

Porter Williams
David Nollner
Craig Potter
Bill Sykes
Dennis Durso
Terry Kokinda
Tom Turner
Leo Peckenpaugh
John Embree
Harold Spillman
Jay Davis

SE'''
QT"
QG
C '
SG
ST'1'
TE
QB'
TB '
FB'FL1

PROBABLE DEFENSIVE STARTERS

■*-:

1

No.

Eastern

Pos.

No

Western

Pos:

88
78
76
82
34
51
65
87
13
28
16

Mike Nicholson
Wally Chambers
Eddie Huffman
Mark Shireman
Ed King
James Croudep
Rich Thomas
Doug Greene
Mike Setters
James Porter
Jim Lyons

LE
LT
RT
RE
LB
LB
LB
LB
CB
CB
S

85
72
77
82
34
54
58
33
28
21
23

Brad Watson
John Brizendine
Terry Thompson
Jerry LaSalvia
Andrew Francis
Robert Walton
Aundra Skiles
Bob McGrath Bob Morehead
Mike McCoy
Wilson Chapman

LB1'
LT1
RT
RE
LB
LB
LB
LB
CB
CB
S

COMPARATIVE SCORES THIS YEAR
EKU
20
21
28
14
18
0

Southeastern La.
Northern Iowa
East Tennessee
Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Michigan

OPP.

WKU

OPP

12
7
14
9
31
0

33
46
36
14
15

7
7

Wittenberg
Austin Peay
East Tennessee
Eastern Michigan
Tennessee Tech

t'

7 ■•
17 '■

f7r,oh

SERIES RECORD FOR PAST TEN YEARS
Year "Eastern

1964

15
6
6
0

1965

28

1961
1962
1963

Wetter.

'Year'" ' BSstern

16
5
29
24
12

1966
1967
1968
1970

24
14
16
26
7

Western
12
14
7
27
19

-><»>

THE

WKU13
Tennessee Tech 16

Murray 25

East Tennessee 10

Middle Tennessee 24

EASTERN PROGRESS

Austin Peay 10

Georgia 33

i

SAYS

UK 12

Notre Dame 28

USC 17

Ohio St. 35

Wisconsin 18

Alabama 45

Houston 9

Tennessee 28

Miss St. 7

Nebraska 42

Oklahoma St. 7

Ole Miss 28

Vandy 7

Slippery Rock 30

"BEAT WESTERN"

Brockport 6

Richmond Madison 28

Garrard Co. 7

Madison Central 18

Harrison Co. 12

Last Weeks %■ 71%

Season % 72%

98
Every day
Men's wool lumber jacket with
button front and belted styling.
Assorted blue, brown or green
plaids.

'

BANK OF RICHMOND
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

JCPenney

The values are here every day.

University Shopping Center
► ♦♦♦♦♦♦«*!

(I

Porter, known as "Biscuit" to
his teammates, is a two year
letterman from Louisville Male
High. According to head coach
Roy Kidd, "He's, one heck of an
athlete. He has lots of ability
and football sense." Continued
Kidd, "last Saturday on two
separate occasions, Biscuit
slopped 200 pound Larry Rat(Continued oa Page Twelve)

*

Morehead24

The

tremendous breakaway threats on the Toppers'
offensive unit, sors through the air in trying to
make the reception. Porter and O'Neal will have
their ands full in defending Smith and his mates
again this Saturday

The OVC's oldest rivals will
clash on the gridiron for the 45th
lime this Saturday afternoon at
Hanger Field as the Colonels
meet the defending league
champion Western Hilltoppers
in the Homecoming Day game.
Kickoff lime is set for 2 p.m.
A win over the Toppers is
virtually a must for the Colonels
if they are to keep their conference title hopes alive.
Western, because of its 15-7 win
over previously unbeaten
Tennessee Tech last weekend,
now stands alone in first place
in the OVC with a 3-0 league
record.
Eastern is lodged in a four
way tie for second with
Morehead, Tech, and Middle
Tennessee, each with 2-1 conference marks, so the Colonels
need a victory to avoid falling
two games out of first and
practically out of contention. A
Colonel victory, though, would
give Eastern a share of Aral
place and could throw the race
into a tour way tie for the lead.
Eastern's defensive unit,
which turned in a superb effort
last Saturday in shuttling out
second-ranked Eastern
Michigan's powerful offense,
will have to contend with some
blazing speed this Saturday. In
running backs Clarence Jackson
and John Embree and wide
receivers Darryl Smith and
Porter Williams, the Hilltoppers have four sprinters who
can each run the 100 in less than
10 seconds.
These four led Western's high
powered offense to impressive
victories in the Toppers' first
three games; 33-7 over Wittenberg, 46-7 over Austin Peay,
and 36-7 over East Tennessee.
However, Western met Eastern
Michigan in their fourth.game
and the tough Hurons put the
clamps on the Toppers in
handing them their only defeat
of this year s far by a narrow 17-

scoring as a freshman last
season with 54 points. Embree,
who ran 79 yards against the
Hurons for a score, was the
Toppers' leading rusher last
year, compiling 501 yards on 141
carries.
Sophomore quarterback Leo
Peckenpaugh, who led the
Toppers to the conference
crown as a freshman last year,
returns
at
quarterback.
Peckenpaugh is not known as a
great passer, but he is a strong
running threat and an able
leader. In 1970, he hit on 64 of 157

Paul $. Jans.n rWnt,: «Tfc, Cofffffe SWeW"
Wniloiiol Life 41 Accident Insurance Co.
k

tb. 4th Lvtnt Combination Company In th. World

FEATURES:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Unique Personal Cash Value Insurance with emphasis on saving you $$
Comprehensive Disability Protection.
Outstanding Accidental Death ft Dismemberment Benefits.
A Multifold Guaranteed Insurability Agreement.
Package Benefits for your family.
Premiums deferred until after col teg* completion

7. Full coverage while in military service.
7*e*f ore some of the reasons why over 8.000,000 Americans confide at us. Let me
help you plan your future wisely and give you continued sonic* to your complete
satisfaction. Phone 623-6726.
.
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Colonel -Topper Rivalry
Has Had Great Moments
BYJACKFROST
Managing Editor
Every other year a couple of
major events happen to fall on
the same day and anyone who
has been around here for long
need not be told that Eastern
will clash with Western on
Homecoming Day.
It can always be counted on
every two years just like clockwork, but the excitement is
always great as if this is the
first meeting between the two
schools.
Perhaps the emotions are up
because it's Homecoming, or
because a new Queen will be
crowned or maybe the parade
promises to be the greatest
ever. Maybe so, but the game is
probably the cause for most of
Ihe excitement.
The game, Eastern vs.
Western, just the mention of it
and the adrenalin begins to
flow.
Eastern and Western football
games have produced the
greatest rivalry in the state and
a well known one across the
nation. This cliche may be
worn, but when these two
schools meet you can throw the
record books away. They mean
nothing.
The Western Hilltoppers lead
the series which began in 1922,
27-15-2, but during the past ten

years Western holds only a
slight 5-4-1 edge.
It has been during the past
decade that the rivalry has
stood out more. In only two of
those years has there been a run
away. They came in 1963 and 64
when Western thrashed Eastern
29-6 and 24-0. The Hilltoppers
were lead then by a fellow by
the name of Dale Lindsy who
has gone on to play for the
Cleveland Browns as a starter.
The years 1967 and '66 will
long be remembered in the
minds of Kentucky college
football followers.
These two games will go down
in the record books as the most
exciting in the rivalry.
Each time, the conference
championship was at stake.
Both teams were ranked high in
the national polls.
In 1967 the game was played
in old Hanger Stadium. Eastern
had an explosive offense with
the passing combination of Jim
Guice to Aaron Marsh. Western
had a runner by the name of
Dickie Moore. The defenses
were tough. 12,000 fans
packed the stadium that afternoon to witness a 14-14 tie.
The tension kept everyone on
their feet throughout the game.
Most memorable in that game
was a desperate goal line stand
by the Colonels. WKU had the
ball first and goal on Eastern's

two yard line. The Colonels held
them four straight times and
saved the tie.
Eastern went on that year to
win the OVC and was invited to
the Grantland Rice Bowl. There
they captured the Mid-East
championship by soundly
defeating Ball State, 27-13.
In 1968 EKU captured another
conference title with the key
win coming over Western at
Bowling Green. This time it was
16-7 as the heroics went to
Guice.
With the Colonels weakened
by graduation losses. Western
edged them 27-26 on Hanger
Field as a new era was begun in
the series. The largest crowd in
Eastern's sports history wit-.
nessed the game in an unfinished stadium.
Then last year the game at
Bowling Green played a major
role as to who the conference
winner would be. Each team
went into the contest undefeated. Eastern fell 19-7 in a
driving rain. Western won the
OVC.
Will this Saturday's winner
cop the crown. If recent history
repeats, it will. Each team is
ranked in the nations top ten
small colleges.
So the stage is set for Eastern
and Western "The Name of The
Game" is winning this Saturday. That's what it's all about.

"We played good, you never
like to tie, but I was proud of our
football team today," said
Eastern head coach Roy Kidd
after his team had just battled
nationally second-ranked
Eastern Michigan to a 0-0
deadlock at Ypsilanti, Mich, last
Saturday.
The game was a battle of two
teams ranked in the nations' top
ten. and they both showed, .why
they have attained such heights
as the Colonels and Hurons
moved the ball up and down the
Held but each time a scoring
chance arose the defense made
the key play.
» Early in the game Eastern
r
Michigan put together a drive
-which took the Hurons down to
?EKU's one yard line where the
£ Colonels came up with a fumble
•"- recovery by end Mark
•■Shireman in the end zone.
i' Then it was Eastern's turn
t late in the game in the fourth
' quarter. The Colonels took the
[ball on their own 44 yard
T marker and marched down the
j field behind the direction of
' sophomore quarterback Harold
{ Borders who started for the first
"l time in his brief career at EKU.
Runs by Joe Washington and
t Jimmy Brooks took Eastern
r down to Ihe Huron three yard
l line where it was first and goal.
I On first down the Colonels lost
Y three back to the six and after
I talking with coach Kidd BorI dors tossed an interception in
I the end zone as EMU came up
I with the game's second big
\ P'ay
Asked about the pass play
. that was intercepted Kidd said,
"I'd run if I had it to do over
I again."

With a scoreless tie offensive
statistics usually take a back
seat to the defense but surprisingly both teams moved the
ball pretty much at will between
the 20 yard lines but when they

MUCH OF EASTERN'S SUCCESS this Saturday
will depend on the performance of sophomore
quarterback Harold Borders (15), who is shown
here trying to avoid Western's ALL-OVC
defensive end Lawrence Brame (78), in last

!

Photo by Larry Bailey
years game won by the Hilltoppers 19-7. Brame
has graduated, but Borders will face another
tough Topper defense as he leads the Colonels in
his second starting assignment of the season.

(Continued from Page Tea)
two years as a starter has
developed a reputation as one of
Ihe
conference's
finest
receivers, und Williams, the
fastest player on the squad (4.4
seconds for the 40 yd. dash),
who had five touchdown catches
last year. Tom Turner, a 6-5, 200
pound junior who is said to have
unusual speed for a man his
rise, returns at tight end.
Defensively, Western has
been much tougher than preseason forecasters had expected, as the Toppers have
allowed only 45 points in their
first five outings for an average
of nine points given up per
game. This is especially
amazing considering that the
Toppers' best defensive player,
All ovc linebacker Jim Barber, was injured two weeks ago
and will miss this Saturday's
game.
The loss of Barber, who has
led (he team in tackles the past
two seasons, definitely was a
blow to the defense, but

sophomore linebacker Aundra
Skiles has filled in for him
admirably. Skiles was named
defensive player of the week in
Ihe OVC for his great performance last weekend against
Tech, in which he had II tackles
and nine assists plus a fumble
recovery.
Another Western defender
who has captured the OVC's
weekly defensive award this
season is senior corncrhack Bob
Met;rath, who had an amazing
15 tackles and a pass interception against Austin Peay.
He teams with returinging
starter Wilson Chapman and
transfer Bobby Morehead to
give the Toppers a solid
defensive backfield.
Senior tackle Terry Thompson, who is in his fourth year as
a starter, is the mainstay of the
defensive line. A second team
All OVC choice last season,
Thompson is considered a
reliable, steady player if not
sensational, and reports indicate that he usually plays
better in important games.

EKU Center Board Presents

DOC SEVERINSEN'S
Now Generation Brass

Eastern Battles Hurons
To Scoreless Deadlock
BYJACKFROST
Managing Editor

Colonels Meet Western

got inside the twenty the going
got tough.
Larry Ratcliff. One of
Eastern Michgian's two AllAmerican candidates, ran wild
(Continued oa Pif« Thirteen)
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1971 OVC Standing*

Conference

WESTERN
MOREHEAD
TENNESSEE TECH
EASTERN
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
MURRAY
AUSTIN PEAY
EAST TENNESSEE

W
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
0

L
0
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

All
W
4
4
4
4
3
2
1
0

Points

L T
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 1
3 0
3 0
4^0
6 0

Off.
144
157
91
101
92
73
53
72

Def.
45
. 51
45
73
114
153
99
157

Last Weeks' OVC Scores

Eastern 0 , Eastern Michigan 0
Western 1 5, Tennessee Tech 7
Murray 24 , Middle Tennessee 15
Morehead 51, Fairmont St. 22
East
UT-Chattanooga 28
Tennessee 14
Tennessee-Martin 17 Austin
Peay 3
This Weeks' OVC Schedule
Western at Eastern, Hanger
Field, 2:00 p.m.
Morehead at Tennessee Tech
Murray at East Tennessee
Middle Tennessee at Austin
Peay

8:30 P.M.

OCTOBER 23

ALUMNI COLISEUM
Tickets May Be Purchased At The Cashiers Window
In The Coates Building
, EKU Full Time Students With ID

-♦2°°

ALUMNI COLISEUM
Eastern Kentucky University
Plus Fabulous
Halftime Show

]

Tickets '2.50- '3.50-'4.00
Available at: University Business Office:
Athletic Office and University Bookstore.

General Admission
All Tickets At The Door

-♦3 SO
o
o
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Kidd Cites Importance Of Western Clash
touchdown. Eastern is 4-1-1
Eastern vs. Western.
These three words, are all it overall and 2-1 in the OVC.
"Their speed and quickness
takes to arouse the enthusiasm
of most every football fan in the on both offense and defense is
something else. In fact, I
state of Kentucky.
Once again Saturday's clash believe they are a better ball
between the two nationally- club this year than they were
ranked powerhouses will go a last," Kidd said.
Even though being blanked
long way toward deciding the
1971 Ohio Valley Conference for the first time since 1967,
Kidd was pleased with his
football champion.
"We must win this game to team's performance in the
stay in contention for the Colonels scoreless tie with
conference championship. If we Eastern Michigan.
"We played an inspired
come out on top, there could be
a four-way tie for the loop football game and if it wasn't
for a couple of costlv turnovers,
lead," Kidd said.
Western, 4-1 on the season and we could have gotten on uic
3-0 in OVC play, poses one of the board," Kidd said. Those
stineiest defenses i" the turnovers Kidd was talking
conference. In four of its five about-a fumble and pass ingames, the 'Toppers opponents terception-stooped Eastern
have not scored more than one scoring drives inside the Hurons

10-yard line.

Sophomore quarterback
Harold Borders received the
starting nod for the first time
this season and resounded by
hitting eight of 15 passes for 62
yards.
"We thought Harold did a real
good job and moved the team
real well. We were especially
pleased with his play selection.
The only thing that we were
concerned with were a few
mental mistakes that he
made," Kidd said.
Eastern's defense did an
outstanding job shutting off the
nation's fifth ranked total offense squad of Eastern
Michigan. However, Larry
Ratcliff, a 6-1, 200 - pound
tailback, continued his torria
rushing pace in 1971 as he piled
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SUNDAY: 12 TO 6
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up 291 yards rushing on 40
carries, both EMU records.
EKU's pass defense stiffened
and
permitted
Eastern
Michigan quarterback Bob Hill
to complete only three of 10
passes for 25 yards
"Our defense caused Eastern
Michigan to make some big
mistakes (five fumbles and
were constantly giving our
offense the ball in good field
position," Kidd said.
Ed King and Doug Greene,
linebackers from Miami, Fla.,
were named outstanding
defensive players, while Larry
Kaelin, a guard, and Joe
Washington, junior flanker
from Lynch, were the standouts
on offense.

f SALE PRICES
IN EFFECT
THRU SUN.
OCT. 24th
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Stock up NOW!
Womens One Size

Stretch

WIGS

Panty
Hose

Washable, easy to

Style.

Our reg. '517

Many popular shades.

irv

%%

Jergens

BATH
SOAP
WELCOME BACK-HOME!

Asst Styles
and colors in
Womens
One Size Stretch

Bikini Panty
and Bra Set

Colgate

H
Medium or Hard Bristle

Tooth
Brush
Reg. 69'

Tonex Solid State

7 transistor
From a famous
Jr. maker

Sizes 5 to 15

10 pack
Wash QQt
Cloths

Qi

1 Jj

RADIO
Our
reg. 2"

acrylic plaid

A great value!

BATH 991

our
reg. 69*

Enjoys Returning Punts ,
'When the subject of returning
punts was brought up for
discussion Porter's face lit up.
He obviously enjoys running
punts back. He was quick to
point out that blocking on the
line of scrimmage is what
allows him to return punts for
good yardage.
He said, "80 percent of the
credit for a punt return must go
to the blockers up front." Then
with a smile, he added, "Of
course every now and then I
break a tackle and can continue
on."
This Saturday's game, of
course, features the number one
team in the conference.
Western. It's also homecoming
here on campus so I asked
Porter for his views about the
upcoming game.
Will (live 110 Percent
He said, "Everyone will be
giving 110percent this weekend.
We know we have to win to stay
alive in the OVC championship
race."

Photo by Larry Bailey

DAN ARGABRIGHT, a 6-11 junior from Anderson, Indiana, is looked upon as the man who
could fill the Colonels' need for a solid performer
at the all-important center slot. Last year, as a
Porter also commented that,
"I personally look forward to
playing Western and Morehead
because they are our big rivals
and we haven't done too well in
the past two years against them
but this year I feel is the year
that we'll even score."

Go at out for BUrger Quern

Sweat
COUPON
Bring in this coupon and
receive 15* off on any

CHICKEN DINNER

Reg. to
57*

Mens
Heavy

limit 6

A great Value!
Mens 100% polyester
Double Knit

Slacks
limit 8

cliff
(Eastern
Michigan
tailback who is the nations'
college division rushing leader)
short of the goal line with bone
crushing tackles. He has a
knack for the ball."

Mens Colored

20 wt-30wt-10w40

Spark
Plugs

(Continued from Page Ten)

Slight imperfects
from famous maker

MOTOR
OIL

Factory fresh
AC or Champion

Porter

TOWELS

Valvoline

to 14*

Photo by Larry Bailey
JUNIOR FORWARD CHARLIE MITCHELL will be counted
upon to provide plenty of offensive punch in the Colonels' drive
to the OVC basketball championship this winter. Last year the 63 Mitchell, from Seneca High in Louisville, was a key in
Eastern's second place conference finish, as he turned in great
performances in several important league games.

Eastern head basketball for the Colonels. Burton, EKU's
coach Guy Strong returns four top defensive player, scored
of five starters from last year's 10.2 points per game and headed
team that finished 164) on the the Colonels in assists with 97.
season and 10-4 in Ohio Valley
Daryl Dunagen, a 6-5 senior
Conference play. Also, six boys jumping jack from Mill Springs,
from last year's freshmen team rounds out the starters who will
which went 16-6 against some return. The 200 pound Dunagen
outstanding competition will finished with a 8.7 scoring
move up to the varsity.
average and 6.8 rebounding
All OVC guard and runnerup mark.
Reserves
Dan
to Ail-American Jim McDaniels Argabright, a 6-11 junior center
of Western Kentucky as the from Anderson, Ind., and Wade
league's most valuable player Upchurch, a 6-0 junior junior
describe EKU's George Bryant. guard from Monticello, should
The six-foot senior finished see a great deal of action next
second in the conference in season.
scoring to McDaniels with his
Kentucky high schools' "Mr.
24.7 average. In final national Basketball" of 1970, 6-5 Robert
statistics released. Bryant, a Brooks, had a fine year for the
senior from Burnside ended the Colonel freshmen last season.
season in ninth place in free Brooks' 23.5 scoring average
throw percentage with an 85.3 and 15.4 rebounding mark
mark. Bryant was also the 21st topped the team in both
leading scorer in the country. categories. Three other frosh
Returning for his junior year finished in twin figures. Bob
at forward is 6-3 Charlie Mit- Wiegele, a 6-7 forward from
chell of Louisville. Mitchell Cincinnati, and Bobby Newell, a
came on strong in the latter part 6-3 guard in the scoring race
of the year and concluded with a with Wiegele edging Newell,
16.6 average. He also was the 17.7 to 17.1.
team's
second
leading
Rick Stansel, a 6-6 terror on
rebounder, averaging 8.4 grabs the boards from Dayton, Ohio,
per contest.
wound up second to Brooks in
Billy Burton, a hustling, 6-3 rebounding (14.4) and also was
senior guard from Louisville, in double figures in scoring
also was a double-figure scorer (13.0).

L

SPECTACULAR!
Short and Shag
100% KaneKalon

Varsity Basketball
Begins Practice

C.P.O.
Jackets
Sale
priced

Fri-Sit-Sun
Expires Oct 24 Midnight

BURGERC >QUEEN
Open To 12
Sunday thru Thursday
Friday Til 1:00
Saturday Til 2:00
BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25

V

part time starter, Argabright did not really
fulfill his great potential, but it is felt that this
season he could become one of the best big men
in the conference.

Rifle Squad Whips
Middle Tennessee
While the Middle Tennessee
State University football team
was giving Eastern's football
Colonels a hard time on October
9, Eastern's varsity rifle team
was showing MTSU's rifle team
how to shoot in a match at
Murfreesboro.
In the match, Eastern's top
five firers amassed a total score
of 1265 to MTSU's 1256. High
scorer for the match was
Eastern's Michael Roberts with
a score of 261. Other members
of Eastern's top five were
Glenn Haeberlin with 256, John
Fryman with 250, Thomas
Boggs with 250, and Harry
Hensley and David McMillen,
each with 248.
, After the Columbus Day
holiday, the rifle squad was
greeted by two members of the

First United States Army
Marksmanship Training Unit.
SSG Joe White and SP4 J.J.
Blankenheim came form Ft.
Meade, Maryland to provide a
one day Smallbore Rifle Clinic,
on October 12.
This clinic consisted of a life
hour classroom discussion and
demonstration, during which
the latest Olympic, position and
training techniques were
presented, and individual
coaching and practical application took place.
On Saturday, October 16, the
team had the opportnity to teat
the newly learned techniques as
they traveled to Morgantown,
West Virginia, for a non-league
match with West Virginia
University's varsity rifle team.
(Oeatteoed oa Pa*,, TUrtoea)

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Pal
l US.
SUTeaaMet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's
Alpine Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right-20
pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical
Food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal
energy is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full"-no starvation-because the diet
is designed that way! It's a diet that is easy to follow
whether you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly a fantastically successful diet If it
weren't, the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the same
break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's
Ski Team Diet. That is. if you really do want to lose
20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this out
as a reminder.
Send only $ 1.00 ($1.25 for Rush Service)-cash is
O.K.-to: Ski Team Diet, P.O. Box 15493 Sin
Diego, Calif. 92115. Don't order unless you expect
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks! Because that'i
what the Ski Team Diet will do!
'
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Intramurals Determine Champs
In Swimming And Gross Country
BY.
N M.I.SON
Staff Writer
The University Swimming
Championship was determined
by a divisional meet and a
championship meet. The
divisional meet separated the
fraternities and the independents. Sigma Chi won the
fraternity championship and
(he Country Fish dominated the
independent division.
The championship meet, held
on Wednesday, October 13, a
week after the divisional meet,
was won by the Country Fish;
thus, making them the
University Champs.
After about a month of play,
the University Tennis Singles
Championship was determined
last week when Jack Bennings,
representing the independents,
defeated Art Fields of Beta
Omicron Gamma.
Photo by Larry Bailey

ALL CONFERENCE TAILBACK Jimmy Brooks (23), carrying
the ball here against Western in last year's game, will be facing
the Toppers for the fourth time this Saturday. Attempting to
stop Brooks on this play is Western cornerback Bob McGrath

(33), who had a tremendous game earlier this year against
Austin Peay in which he had 15 tackles, intercepted a pass,
scored a touchdown, and partially blocked a punt.

Colonel Tackle Eyes Revenge

AU-OVC Irwin Leads Forward Wall
BY JERALD COMBS
SUff Writer
Saturday will tell the story.
Can Eastern bounce back
completely from a defeat and a
tie? Will the Colonel offense
move the ball against a very
stingy Topper defense?
The answer to both of these
questions is yes according to
Harry
(Toodie)
Irwin,
Eastern's All-OVC offensive
tackle. Irwin, a senior from
Elizabethtown who is in his
third year as a starter on the
Colonel offensive line, said that,
"After a loss and a tie, it is
much easier for a team to>
become emotionally "up" for

the game. When you lose you
know you're doing something
wrong so you work hard to
correr' your mistakes."
11 win also said that he felt
that this would be the week that
Eastern's offense would explode and put some points on the
board. "We're working well as a
unit," he said.
Colonel offensive line coach
Bob Harville and Irwin had the
same opinion when asked how
an offensive lineman reacts to
being relatively unknown
among most football watchers.
Coach Harville stated, "A
lineman must accept his
responsibilities
as
non-

.
watch."
Irwin made first team Allconference as a junior last
season, and he is the alternate
captain of the offensive unit this
year. He's looked upon to
provide leadership on the
forward wall that will be
heavily counted upon this
Saturday. According to Harville, "We will have to move
the ball well to handle
Western."
So. if in Saturday's game an
Eastern back goes off tackle for
leads by doing," con- a long gain, try to notice the
Harville. "Toodie is a work of an the lineman
he throws some real fine charging after a man to open up
and is a pleasure to the hole. That's Irwin.

mentionables, the only time
people notice the offensive line
is when they aren't blocking.
Irwin said that, "When your
back scores, an offensive
lineman feels good since he is
limited in the use of his hands
and he can still whip his man."
When Coach Harville was
asked about Irwin, he didn't
hesitate to say, "He's a worker.
He came here on a partial
scholarship and he has started
three years for us.
"He
tinued
hitter,
blocks

Colonels Tie Hurons
(Continued from Page Eleven)

in Eastern's first five games
for 291 yards but still they were almost nil. Only one
couldn't score. He became the fumble was made and that was
all time leading rusher for the not due to a bad pitch as the
Hurons. He was averaging 185 case had been in earlier games.
"I think Harold (Borders) did
yards a game rushing prior to
a fantastic job, there are cerI he Eastern game.
"I don't think we'll play tain things that he can do better
against a much better back," and will do with time, but to
said Kidd. The other EMU All- play for the first time in a game
against a team like Eastern
American candidate, defensive
tackle Dave Pureifory, who* Michigan I'd say the young
was the culprit last year also fellow did an outstanding job,"
drew comment from Kidd. The said Kidd.
v
"It was a moral victory you
Eastern mentor thought the
Colonels did a much better job might say but our players were
down in the dumps because
against him in this game.
The difference in the EKU I hey worked so hard and
learn this week and the previous couldn't win," said Eastern's
game at Middle Tennessee, coach. "But I feel after the way
where the Colonels were we played today that we'll have
shocked 31-18, was the work in a good second half of the season
just as last year when we had a
Photo by Larry B*lley
practice last week.
HARRY (TOODIE) IRWIN, a 230 pound senior offensive tackle
"We started out last week on good first half," concluded
from Elizabethtown, Kentucky, is a mainstay on the Colonels'
Sunday night and all the Kidd.
offensive line which must turn a solid performance this
For (he game Borders
coaches met as usual. We were
Saturday if Eastern is to knock off Western's league-leading
wondering if we might be finished eight for fifteen good
Hilltoppers
Irwin, who was named to the All-OVC first
having the kids do to much on for 62 yards.
team
last
year,
is
this
season's alternate captain of the offense.
offense. We decided in the
meeting lo go either with the Iformation or Wish-bone and we
TV 3|C5|C3|C5|C3iC5|C5)C3|C7y
studied what we were getting
*
out of them. We decided to with
(Continued from Page Ten)
the Wish-bone because we felt
*
Joe Washington should be a
*
*
score runs up. It's not likely, but
starler on our football team,"
*
*
Of course, the Colonels have one big edge. Most of
said Kidd. Continuing Kidd
*
said, "So we junked the IEastern's players were around when Western *
fnrmation and went into
*
pulled out that slim 27-26 win here on a last minute *
practice working only on our 30
*
touchdown in 1909. Almost all of them remember *
scries with play passes." The
7T
^K
5(C
5fC
5JC
5fJC
3JC
Jejc
5fC
!vv
the Toppers' mud-splattered 19-7 victory over them
practice paid off as Borders
last year which put a major dent in their title hopes.
took control of Eastern's offense for the first time this year
Nothing can inspire a team more than a chance The most
and directed the Wish-bone. The
for revenge.
frequent fumbles that occured
Meaningful Semester

Oul of fifty-six starters in last
weeks cross country meet, only
forty-five men were, able to
finish. The fraternity champion
was John Foland, representing
Phi Delta Thcta, and D. Barnett
of OKNY won the independent as
well as (he campus championship. The course covered
Ihrcc miles on campus.
Volleyball Deadline Set
All students are eligble for
intramural volleyball. Entries
close Friday, October 22 and
play begins Tuesday, October
28. Team points will be awarded
Inward an intramural trophy.
Place your entries at Begley
213.
The flag football playoffs will
begin today with the first and
second place teams from each
independent league. This will
involve eight teams. A playoff

in the fraternity league may not
he necessary because Delta
Upsilon remains undefeated.

After the rule change, which
prohibited blocking, there were
no injuries. He attributes this
year's success to a change in
rules and a much improved
officiating program. This year's
rule
change
completely
restricts the blockers from
using their elbows and
forearms.

Jennings Is Pleased
When asked about the success
of this years flag football, Mr.
Wayne Jennings, Director of
Men's Intramurals, seemed
very well pleased. The number
of learns participating increased by twenty (48-68) from
lust rail.
There have been only two
serious injuries so far. One was
a severe blow to the mouth and
Ihe other was a broken arm.
The borken arm was caused by
a bad fall. Mr. Jennings said
that there were thirteen serious
injuries last year before a rule
change was made with a week
and a half of play remaining.

The officials are students
enrolled in PHE 400 and this
activity was required of them as
a lab period. An exhibition
game was held at the beginning
of Ihe season for the benefit of
Ihe officials.
There has also been a great
reduction in the number of
fights. Last fall there was a
gang fight and an official was
hit; however, this year there
has been nothing more than a
few threats.

Marksmen Beat MTSU, FallTo WVU
(Continued from Page Twelve)
WVU has one of the top 20
collegiate teams in the United
States.
Although
the
Eastern
shooters
lost to
WVU,
(hey fired a highly respectable
score of 2610 oul of a possible
:»00, wilh West Virginia firing a
score of 2698.
This match consisted of 20
shots prone, 20 shots kneeling,
and 20 shots standing. Each
shooter was given 95 minutes to
fire 60 shots at six targets.
Eastern's team score of 2610 is
equivalent to a score of 1305 in
one of the regular league
mulches. This represents an
average score of 261 per individual shooter.
Eastern was again led in this
match by Michael Roberts. This
lime he achieved a total score of

Women's Volleyball
TaBegfcv
Teams are now being accepted for women's volleyball
intramurals. If your team has
not been entered, do so right
away. Pick up entry forms in
your dorm lobby or in Coliseum
III. Enter a team of eight or
' more players from your dorm,
dorm floor, club, sorority, independent group or clique. You
need not be experienced players
lo enter. A volleyball clinic
sponsored by the Women's
Officiating Service will be held
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday (20th)
in Weaver Gym for a general
briefing of volleyball play and
rules.

Bass
WrgUNS'

540 for a 270 average. Haeberlin
was close behind with 531 while
Fryman shot a 527. McMillen
and Hcnsley rounded out the top
five with scores of 511 and 501
respectively.
The most outstanding single
performance was turned in by
Haeberlin on his second standing target, on which he fired a
score of 91 out of a possible 100.
His three second targets in each
position added up to a total
score of 276.
Coach Ronald Brooke was

Bisotti's

quite elated over the team's
improvement. He mentioned,
"If wc can begin to average 1300
or better, we should be one of
Ihe (op forty teams in the
nation. This will be quite a step
for our young team. Glenn,
John, and Harry are all
sophomores, and this is only
(heir second year of International Smallbore Competition. With this continued
improvement and increased
support we can become one of
Ihe (op (earns in the nation."

Restaurant
Home of
the
Big Brother

SKY DIVING
The Sport Of The Space Ago

Fmh
Strawberry

Join the IN CROWD

Pte

GREENE COUNTY SPORT PARACHUTE
CENTER of KENTUCKY

open • a.m. to It p.m.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK DAWN TO DUSK

For Information: Call Bob Shanes 4651

THE BOTTOM HALF
HAS THE iKgWD'S*
AUTHENTIC

LOOK OF
FASHION
Take a pair of Levi's
deni ms —

blue
cowhand

style

scrub jeans.

or

Check

Kurk's Korner

out our bell bottoms,

Beat

and add a matching

Western

MADISON
BANK
f^mtFEDEMALBETOSniNtVllATKEaMTOiATtON

\

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

2 CONVENIENT 10UM0NS:
MAIN STREET »d WATER STREET

Levi's scrub jacket or
shirt. Great fashion
look at small money.
Right on!

you'll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Campus Afloat
iawrnf fit. 1*72 li Ulrica mi

j

MM OOMI

Through j transfer format, more than 5000
Muienti hom 450 campuses km pailicipated
I <r a seireiter in (his unique program in intermtionjl education
WCA ail! broaden (Oui horizons liter ally and
figuratively . . and give you a better chance to
' aei it meaninglully in this changing world
ou II study at sea with an eipenenced cos
•lopoiitan faculty and then during pod slops
, >u II study the world itself You il discover th.it
'0 matter how foreign and far-away, you have a
: >t in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as eipensive as you might thinV
.-.e ve done our best to bring it within reach il
lost college students Write today for Irn

Mate

IEACMK: Saawer (rent with credit far ttath
'1 and administrate!!

TOSS A COIN ,
You're sure to win. Genuine
handsewn Bass Weejuns®
moccasins come In many
styles — but the comfort is
always the same. Weejune*
.. . the smart thing — the
right thing — to wear.

B & H SHOES
University Shopping
Center

Levrs
THE BOTTOM HALF
AT LIME AND MAXWELL

OPEN FOUR NIGHTS
EVERY WIIIC

Write Tiday te
Onaeaaa Cillege
»*i CHI. Orange. Cetitaraia S7CC6

4

w.'i ■»'
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That Just-for-Kicks
High" Goes Just
One Way...Down!
1%

Oh, sure. We all know the guy who
wasn't going to get hooked. He
was a real cool cat who could handle
the stuff. He told us so himself. We've
been reading a lot about him for some
time — in the newspapers. Once he got
,iH

caught stealing — he needed more bread for
more junk. Then, he got busted for pushing the stuff. Same old story.

Ml

He needed more and more money
to feed his habit. The other day
he OD'd. End of bad trip. Maybe
that sounds like a very familiar story.

FORE IT'S rOO LATH We mutt
stem the epidemic of drug-abusm.

Maybe it's someone you know. Don't exper-

Wm mutt educate ourselves and our
children to the dangmrt. Wm mutt

iment with drugs — even if some of the

work with national and local organizations to set up Information Cen-

crowd do. Tripping never ends up

ters, Drug Rehabilitation Programs.

right. It can end up wrong. Dead wrong.

FIRST FEDERAL

BURGER QUEEN

M & M DRUGS

BILL RICE INSURANCE

Big Hill Avenue

Big Hill Avenue

Big Hill Avenue

306 West Main

■

TAYLOR SPORTING GOODS

KEN-CAR

College Park Shopping Center

220 East Main St

JETT & HALL
200 East Main

MADISON NATIONAL BANK THOMAS FURNITURE CO.
2 Convenient Locations
Main Street & Water Street

HINKLES REXALL DRUG STORE
East Main

South First Street

JAN'S SHOES

S-MART

211 West Main

Eastern By-Pass

WEKY

MAR-TAN OPTICAL CO.

1340 On Your Dial

U-SHOP

STATE BANK & TRUST CO.

212 Water Street

Two Convenient Locations
Main Street & Big Hill Avenue

233 West Main Street

BANK OF RICHMOND
Eastern By-Pass
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Infringements Of Rights

Case Hall Coeds Complain
BY RL'SS JONES
«»« Writer

K

i

The Student Rights Committee and the Office of Student
Affairs are currently investigating
alleged
irregularities in procedures at
Case Hall. These irregularities
were contained in a petition
having signatures of 63 coeds.
Mrs. Gladys McCracken is
(he head director of Case Hall,
and has refused to comment on
the alleged instances.
In the petition eight residents
signed this statement: "On
several occassions, students of
Case Hall have had or witnessed
physical threats made by Mrs.
McCracken and are willing to
testify to specific instance."
Fifteen residents signed this
statement: "According to page
57, section four of the Student
Handbook 1971-72, my rights of
a student have been infringed
upon."
Other alleged instances at
Case Hall include the ignoring
of students trapped in one of the
elevators in which a counselor
had to free them; overloading
the assistant residents with
work; the improper entrance of
rooms and harassment.
One Case Hall co-ed who was
summoned to the Office of the
Dean of Women felt that the
confidentiality of the conversation was broken. Two
hours after the meeting she
received a call from security
informing her that she had said
some pretty bad things about
them. According to the student
these statements were not made
by her.
Soon after these alleged
irregularities were brought to
the attention of the Office of
Student Affairs, a meeting was
held by the Dean of Women.
Present at the meeting were the
director of women's residence
halls, the head director, the
assistant director and the four
assistant residents for Case
Hall.
One of the questions asked of
the counselors was, "What went
wrong?"
During the meeting one of the
counselors resigned. The next
day a second counselor
resigned. Both have moved out
of the dorm. One of the students
who resigned wanted it clear
that she was not under pressure
to do so.
"When people call me all
night and day time complaining
about this and they give written
statements with people's
signatures, there's bound to be
something wrong," said Tom
Chamberlain, a sophomore who
is chairman of the Student
Rights Committee.
Case Hall is the primary
dormitory involved in the investigations right now. This is
due to the fact that these
students complied sworn
statements.
"We're not jumping to any
conclusions. We've got to have
definite facts and proof,
something that we can work
on," said Chamberlain.
Dr. Thomas F. Myers, VicePresident of Student Affairs,
has already taken steps to
correct some irregularities
which he felt could be done
before the end of the investigation.
Dr. Myers feels that an investigation becomes an administrative function due to the
fact that the directors and
assistant directors of residence
halls are of his responsibility
and supervision.
"We're all interested in the
rights of students and insuring

that their rights are carried
out." said Dr. Myers.
"The supervision of the
personnel in student affairs is
my responsibility, not the
responsibility of the Student
Association. The decision as to
what to be done will come out of
this office."
Student Association President
Chuck Kelhoffer was denied a
request of Dr. Myers to secure a
room to conduct an open
hearing on the Case , Hall
matter. Kelhoffer was permitted to have individual
hearings in each of the dorms if
he wanted.
Dr. Myers felt that an
agreement had been reached

(Continued From Page Nine)
America will be on campus Oct.
29 to pick them up. You may
drop the papers off in the office
of your dorm at the end of the
'month or at the Student
Government Office. For further information call 2055.
Aurora Accepting
Student Manuscripts

Aurora, student literary
publication of Eastern, is now
accepting manuscripts for the
spring 1972 edition. Any student
currently enrolled at Eastern is
eligible to submit manuscripts.
Of primary interest are poems
and short stories, but one-act
plays and creative essays are
considered.
Submitted manuscripts
should be typed, doubled
spaced, and the name and
address of the writer should
appear on the first page and last
name on every subsequent page
of the manuscript. The
maximum length is 3,000 words.
Students who would like
rejected manyscripts returned
should submit a stamped, selfaddressed envelope jjpjjb^thej
manuscript. Manuscripts
should be submitted to
AURORA, Box 367, campus or
brought to Wallace 133 to Dr.
Sutton. The deadline is
February 1,1972, but the sooner
the manuscript is submitted the
better the chances are for acceptance, especially if it is
submitted in time for the
student to do suggested
revisions that would improve
the story or poem.
Sorority
Information Booth
There will be an information
booth in the Student Union Grill,
for all girls who have questions
concerning Sorority Rush, on
October 26, 27, and 28. There
will be someone there from 9:30
a.m. until 3:00 p.m. on those
days.
On October 28, from 5-7 p.m.
there will be a Greek Spook
party for all who are interested
in rushing. The Spook Party will
be held in the city park.
Nursing Elections
Nursing elections will be held
on November 3 for the following
offices: 1st Vice-President,
Corresponding Secretary and
Advisor.
Nominees for these offices
will be posted in the Burrier
Building on October 27. Voting
will take place from 9-11:30 on
Wednesday, November 3 and

again at the end of the regular
monthly meeting on the evening
of November 3.

students
upgrade
study
methods, vocabulary, reading
comprehension, listening and
note taking skills. Students who
are preparing
to take
Reading Sessions
Qualifying Examinations find
The second series of Rapid the course beneficial primarily
Reading Study Skills sessions because of the concentration on
will begin Monday, October 18, vocabulary development.
and will be held during the
For more information, caU
following periods :
622-3659. Forms may be obMWF-4th period
tained from the secretary in
MWF-7th period
Ellendale, Room 200, Central
TTF-4th period
University Academic CounTTF—7th period
seling
and
Learning
You may register through the Laboratory. The course carries
week Oct. 18-22. The seven- a $5.00 fee for Eastern students,
week, non-credit course is and a $15.00 fee for off-campus
designed to help college residents.
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WELCOME BACK
TO HOMECOMING
BEAT WESTERN
<JX\ \\!t

1
£

Richmond One-Hour
Cleaners
• •• featuring ***

Martinizing
a 3-hour Shirt Laundry
Specials Mon., Turns., WV«d.

PIUB

Two Drlv-thru Windows

Phone 623-3939

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IT
BLUE GRASS HARDWARE
HAS IT
Gifts

Sporting Goods

Clocks

Stuffed Animals

Ladios

Televisions

yfl*

$

s.
• A BEAUTIFUL

EXPERIENCE
AWAITS YOU I
■

Appliances

A tumble-down of curli ind wives in today's
sensuous silhouette. The forehead hair cm be
brushed off the face or curved onto it in r^
eyebrow-brushing sweep. Long, full layers el hiir
swirl down the sides and crown, then burst into a
myriad of curlets. The shoulder-length tiefttSf
in back move merrily into progressively
shorter sides.

"FEATURING
HELENE
CURTIS"

Repairs

LAY AWAY NOW FOR

CHRISTMAS
Come In And Find Your Oobie

BLUEGRASS
HARDWARE
Main Street

:•-.

Dr. Myers believes that there
has been a lack of communication between his office
and the students. He hopes that
the women's inter-dorm will
play a bigger role in bringing
problems to him. He feels that
his office will take more steps in
correcting irregularities in the
dorms.
,
"If nothing else comes about
of it, if we just set the right
atmosphere and have our understanding. All we want is for
them the school to abide by the
rules. It's all we're asking,"
said Chamberlain.
' "There's no way people
aren't going to find out what we
find out."

Club-Tivity

THE GISELLE
k

and that "We could get more
facts by actually going to the
residence halls and talking to
those involved rather than
putting on a circus for hecklers
or people on the em harass the
Student Association."
Chamberlain feels that all the
students and the Student Rights
Committee want is for the
administration to stay within
the rules.
"It's the general consensus
(hat students think that just
because they are at Eastern
Kentucky University they don't
have rights that they would
normally have if they walked
across the street," said
Kelhoffer.

623-2390

RESTAURANTS
ON THE BY-PASS • IN RICHMOND

■

»

^a^f^^m* mtt^^M
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Dr. Scorsone
Plans 'Transportation Of The Future'
An Eastern professor is
helping Ihe United States and
several other countries design
transportation systems to
shuttle passengers faster
between cities and also between
cities and outlying airports.
Dr. Francesco G. Scorsone,
professor of mathematics, says
he and other scientists have
been cooperating in experiments on guided air cushion
vehicles for about four years.
His work on what he calls
"the transportation of the
future" has taken him this fall
to Washington, DC., and to
Palermo, Italy, where he was
horn.

engineering study of high speed
ground transportation systems
(tracked air cushion vehicles)
prepared by the U.S. Department of Transportation. His trip
to Washington was to meet with
officials of this department,
members of the Italian embassy, and staff members of the
National Science Foundation.
On his trip to Italy, he
represented the N.S.F. at the
University of Palermo, which is
experimenting with air cushion
vehicles, and presented a paper
on "High Speed
TranContributed Data
sportation" at an international
He contributed much of the conference at the University's
data in the manual, which is an Instituto di Aeronautica, where
he had earned his Ph. D. in
physics and mathematics.
Dr. Scorsoqe often mentions
the "high honor and credit" due
to his collegues in Italy, Dr.
Ennio Mattioli, director of the
Instituto di Aeronautica and
formed in front of McGregory professor of aerodynamics, and
Giovanni
Lanzara,
Hall, but due to the large crowd, Dr.
the Stepping might take place associate professor of technique
in front of the Student Union and economy of air transportation,
both at the
Building.
That night at the Richmond University of Palermo.
The research of Dr. Scorsone
Armory, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
will have a homecoming dance, and these two scientists is being
beginningat R:OO'. featuring utilized by the government of
"Lil" Roger and His Fabulous Italy in developing a guided air
Vels. The band will be playing cushion vehicle system* in that
"Shaft" and other fabulous country. A third experimental
vehicle, capable of 150 miles
tunes.
Tickets are $2.50 in advance and hour, has been built in
and $3.00 at the door. The dance Palermo. Under construction is
a one-mile concrete guideway,
will be a semi-formal affair.
Beginning at 9:00 p.m. Delta or channel, for the vehicles.
Sigma Theta Sorority, will
present THE TEMPREES, a
Shuttle Needed
fabulous soul recording group
from Memphis, at the Student
Dr. Scorsone says the imUnion Building,
This group produced three mediate interest in this kind of
Top Ten singles on the "We travel (an electrically propelled
produce
Label,"
(Stax vehicle-LIM-levitated about
Recording Company Division), an inch off the surface of an Uand have just released their shaped concrete guideway with
a steady blast of air from onnew album "Love Men."
The theme for the evening board jet compressors) centers
will be "Club Zodiac. Tickets in the need to shuttle
may be purchased in advance passengers swiftly between
from any Delta or at Wallace's cities and nearby airports. But
Bookstore, for $3.50 or $4.00 at he foresees many of these
routes being built to connect
the door.
»
So if you hear strange sounds metropolitan areas, with
of tythm, feel welome to come vehicles of the future capable of
and observe Black greeks speeds up to 450 m.p.h.
The U.S. Transportation
showing and enjoying their
Department has tentative plans
homecoming spirit.

If you ask him about his part
in developing air cushion travel,
the conversation will not lagalthough he gives most of the
credit to the scientists working
with him. He may pull a
newspaper clipping about a
proposed fast shuttle system
from his billfold, or hand you a
technical manual, three inches
thick, which he happens to have
at his fingertips. "I am never
very far away from this work,"
he says.

Black Homecoming

Photo by Donald Wallbaum

Conquered
Penny Hasekoester and Jay Linder gave a final performance
last Saturday evening as the rich Miss Hardcastle and her Lover
Marlow, in Oliver Goldsmit's eighteenth century play "She

Stoops to Conquer" The play, set in the colonies, in 1775 was a
comedy. Performances ran October 7-9 and the I3th-I6th

*"*-

Mock Election
Guidelines Set
Strict guidelines for future
mock elections will soon be
drawn up at Eastern according
to Dr. Robert R. Martin,
president.
After the problems that
developed over last week's
mock election Dr. Martin feels
that certain rules which will
establish unpartisan spon-'
sorship and a mutually
agreeable date must be
established.
According to Hayward
Daugherty, director of student
activities and organizations, the
Collegiate Democrats'
scheduled for next week has
been canceled.

Student Association Refuses Endorsement
Of Proposed Global Life Insurance Policy
BYPATCARK
Staff Writer
Student Senate voted not to
endorse Globe Life Insurance
policy Tuesday afternoon on
recommendation of Chuck
Kelhoffer, student association
president.
Kelhoffer said that there were
too many legal technicalities
and that some students had
been intimidated by fear of
extinction
by
the
administration.

Student Association would
have received $3,000 by endorsing the policy. Kelhoffer
said that he wanted the money
for scholarships and a student
legal fund.

entitle students to free legal
advise.

Legal Fund Proposed

prohibiting Student Association
form engaging in fund raising
activities.
Section II Amended

Senate placed the eaeibilMy of
having a referendum to obtain
money for a legal fund place on
the agenda in two weeks. The
referendum, proposed by
Kelhoffer, would add $1.50 to
registration fees which would

Guy Hatfiled, student regent,
is Deign urged by Senate to work
for removal of the rule

Section II of the proposed
revision of the Student Handbook, Rights and Responsibilities section was amended

if a ttmr
At the
Book Store
&

five times. An amendment by
Mike Dickman, econmics
major from Fort Thi mas,
concerning unreaso able
search and seizure was tabled.
Section II can not be approved
until his amendment is voted
on.
Senate granted Phil Johnson,
psychology
major
from
Lexington, and Tom Tarvin,
political science major from
Brookville, Ind., $68 to attend a
model U.S. Senate at Stetson
University in Florida.

Is Proud

$350

Marshall
Garrett
(Continued From Page Seven*'
traveled with the Osmond.
Brothers this summer, wiK
provide dance band music on
Friday night. Last spring Doej
Severinson and Orchestra front;
the Tonight Show,starring;
Johnny Carson, were signed tor
highlight the concert slot
Saturday night for tl
homecoming.To make one
week-end a memorable events
Garrett has temporarily
abandoned his test tubes and]-1
bunsen burner to spend many
times
the
length
of
Homecoming in foresight and
detailed preparation.
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SOFT GOODS
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Dr. Scorsone says he is proud
to be listed as a representative:
from Eastern at the variousnational and international
meetings of scientists to which,
his work in air cushion vehicles"
take him. He says his research,
has not curtailed his classroom'
work in mathematics.
He came to Eastern in i96f
after serving as professor o:
mathematics at Hartwicl.
College, Oneonta, N.Y., froit
196045. /From 1948 to 1959, he
was director of the General
Belgrano Technical Institute
and of Rocco & Scorsone, Ifl
industrial firm, in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. He is a
naturalized American citizen.

0,6000
HOME

4 Tickets
$2<>o

<Continued From Page One)
for, namely song, rythym, and
dance.
The observer will also note
that these steps are well
organized and are performed
with sincerity and grace, which
comes from many hours of
practice. Historically, step
pinghas been a part of Black
greek life since Black greeks
were organized back in the late
19th and early 20th centuries.
Last year the steps were per-

for several such shuttle systems;
and more immediate plans for a<
system between suburban;
Washington and outlying Dulles«
International Airport.
Dr. Scorsone's research has*
involved general consultation'
and coordination with others
scientists. He presently is?
working with Dr. John Deacon>
and Dr. John Hutchinson,professors of civil engineering, ■
at University of Kentucky
engineering laboratories.
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